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Rekindling the
fires of worship

A. W. Tozer, over 30 years ago, lamented
that worship had become the lost jewel of the evangelical church. If that is true, how have we drifted
from meaningful worship and, secondly, how can
we rediscover it again?
(page 8)
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The whole truth about
organists and organ music
in our worship service
No musician faces the "temptation of being shown 'all the kingd
oms
of the world'" like the one at the console. If the adage "power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely" holds any credibility, then
organists are to be feared above all people in Christendom, (page 11)
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George and Milly Sider
by Ross Nigh
Several years ago George Sider and I were traveling
deacon. In 1968, Mabel went to be with the Lord. His
home from Northern Ontario late at night. We had spent
loving heart led him to train as a worker with Telecare,
three long days making contacts, planning for a summer
the 24-hour telephone service for those in distress. In
trip through our northland by a gospel team. We were
1970, he married Milly Brillinger, who has worked by
sharing experiences in church planting, he at Port Colhis side since that time. In 1973, they returned to Wainborne and I at Niagara Falls. He told of a special
fleet and again to deacon service.
"vision" that the Lord gave him at a critical point in his
Like the deacons in Acts 6, the Siders were not conlife.
tent to do only what is considered deacon work. For sevIt was during World War II. Gasoline was severely
eral years, beginning in 1966, they led Vacation Bible
rationed and tires, if available, were reconditioned and
School teams to isolated Northern Ontario communities.
not too dependable. His barn burned and had to be
They say their greatest satisfaction from these years is
rebuilt. During the last week of Vacation Bible School,
not only the many children who learned about Jesus, but
his wife became ill. He was tempted with discouragethe young people from our southern Ontario churches
ment and began to feel sorry for himself.
who received training in evangelism. Many are engaged
Then the Lord gave him a vision of Jesus returning
in Christian service today. The Kirkland Lake Brethren
for His own. He saw some of the new Christians from
in Christ Church is a result of these ministries.
Port Colborne meeting the Lord in the air. He saw his
Church planters, deacons in three congregations, Sunnew barn glittering in the sunshine, but as he tells it, "it
day school teachers, promoters of Vacation Bible
all looked like little toys of little monetary value. After
Schools in isolated areas, Christian counselors, and lovthis experience, I rededicated
ing friends of many—George
myself, my car, my business and
and Milly Sider are examples
home to my God, who does all
of what dedicated lay people
"Special People" profiles a
things well. And our Port Colcan accomplish. Retired now
wide variety of Brethren in
borne friends who needed spirituin Stouffville, Ont., they are
Christ members of all ages and
al guidance became top priority
surrounded by memorabilia of
from all walks of life.
in our lives and in our time."
their fruitful years. The followYou are invited to submit a
ing favorite poem of George is
This experience led George
short article about some "Spea commentary on their lives.
and his wife into active and fruitcial Person" you would like to
A bell is not a bell until
ful lives of service that have
introduce to Visitor readers.
blessed so many in both southern
you ring it.
Articles should be typewritten,
and northern Ontario.
A
note
is not a song until
preferably 300-400 words, and
Beginning in 1938, George
must have the approval of the
you sing it.
person being profiled. If your
and Mabel served as an active
Love in your heart is not
article is accepted for publicadeacon couple in their home
put there to stay.
tion, we will contact you to
church at Wainfleet. When Port
Love
is not love 'til you
secure a photo for publication
Colborne was organized in 1957,
give
it away.
(which will be returned).
he was elected the first deacon of
Mail your article to
this new congregation. In 1965,
Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box
he and Mabel moved to Hamilton
166, Nappanee, IN 46550.
to assist in the new church plantRoss Nigh lives in Stevensville,
ing there. Again he was chosen a
Ontario.
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Helping your family grow spiritually

Children have a way
of asking questions
which we adults
often give little
thought to,
such as:

Does Jesus

live in the
dishwasher?
by Audie Gaddis

M

I have
ministered to children in a
variety of ways. One summer I worked as a program director
for a western theme Christian children's camp. I wore the costume of a
fur trader and the children nicknamed
me, "Trapper Audie." I doubt if there
were ever too many fur traders named
Audie.
During this summer I met a variety
of children from various ethnic,
racial, and economic backgrounds.
All of these young people had strong
desires to know God.
Later, Linda and I helped churches
Y WIFE LINDA AND

organize children's rallies. These rallies usually included a variety of
activities, lively songs, puppet shows,
and Bible stories. We enjoyed the
excitement on children's faces as they
realized how much fun church could
be.
Yet in all these situations I will
never forget my work as a children's
pastor.
At the time, I worked as an associate pastor for a church in Harrisonburg, Virginia. Part of my job description included ministry to the children
of the church ages zip to twelve. I
made it a point to get to know the

children and be available when they
needed me. As a result, I learned
some exciting things about today's
young people.
Children want to know God. With
their trusting faith, they eagerly
respond to a loving God. We adults
muddle things by making God too
complicated.
Children have a way of asking
questions which we adults often give
little thought to, such as: Where's
heaven? (All we can say is that it's
up.) How can Jesus live inside my
heart? How big is God? Will we eat in
heaven? If Jesus is everywhere, is he
Evangelical Visitor

in the dishwasher? If so, does he get
wet?
They have asked me questions that
occupied my mind for days. Once,
my daughter Kristen, then four, asked
me this question, "Daddy, when I go
to heaven will I see Mary's baby,
Jesus?"
I looked at her and answered,
"Honey, remember how Jesus grew
up, died on the cross for our sins, and
rose again? When you go to heaven,
you'll see Jesus, but he'll be all
grown-up."
I thought I had explained it so she
could understand it. She may have,
but I didn't figure she would respond
this way, "Well, I want Mary to have
another baby, so I can see her baby
when I go to heaven."
Of course, older children and teens
ask more difficult questions: Who
was Cain's wife? Can God create a
rock so big he couldn't move it? Why
does a loving God allow people to
suffer?
I endured these more difficult
questions for two semesters when I
taught seventh and eighth grade Bible
at a Christian high school. These curious junior-highers asked tougher
questions than any seminary professor would—proof that our young people want to know the faith we cherish!
The future of Christianity depends
on our young people. Billy Graham
has said that every new generation
must be re-evangelized if we want the
faith to continue. If this is true, I have
a few concerns. Once a Sunday
school curriculum publisher asked for
my recommendations for a children's
club program his firm would soon
publish. Without hesitation I said,
"Children must learn the faith. As
parents, we're flunking when it
comes to helping our children grow
spiritually."
I explained that I see several problems in many homes when it comes to
the spiritual nurture of our children.
Parental apathy: Although there
are many exceptions, too many parents don't take any time with their
children to "bring them up in the
training and instruction of the Lord"
(Ephesians 6:4). One parent told me
August 1993

Children want
to know God.
With their trusting faith, they
eagerly respond
to a loving God.
We adults
muddle things
by making God
too complicated.
that teaching the faith to children was
the job of the church. The one to two
hours each week at church only supplements what we should do at home;
it can't replace our responsibilities.
Parental hypocrisy: Nothing hurts
more than when a child of actively
churched parents tells me that Mom,
Dad, or both live a different life at
home. Children see this lie and conclude that the Christian faith is meaningless.
Boredom: Families and the church
have made the most exciting religion
in history boring to many of our
young people. We have shown them a
sourpuss religion and they reject it.
In addition, I get discouraged when
parents don't communicate positive
biblical values. They allow their children complete freedom in regard to
music, television, and so on. As a
result, the average child watches over
six hours of television each day. Does
the media communicate faith to our
children? Of course, it does. Through
the media our children learn they're
their own gods. They learn that they
don't need to believe in anything else
but themselves. They learn that all
religions are the same. I could go on
but

Our children want to live
the reality of the Christian faith.
All we need to do is invest the time
to communicate our faith in a positive
way and they will accept it.
This sounds like a bold statement.
And, yes, there are exceptions to
every rule created by man, including
this. But I do believe if we do our
part, our children will have the proper exposure and information to make
their decision.
It starts with us, Mom and Dad. As
parents we must answer three important questions: (1) Am I a believer?
(2) Am I a follower? (3) Am I a leader?
Am I a believer?
Any parent who wants to help their
children grow spiritually must first
check their own relationship with
Jesus Christ. In his second letter to
the Corinthians, Paul challenged his
friends to, "Examine yourselves to
see whether you are in the faith; test
yourselves" (2 Corinthians 13:5).
I have met many adults who
actively involve themselves in church
and stand out as outstanding examples with their good works and high
morals. There's just one problem:
some of these good people have not
yet believed.
Church attendance, good works,
and high morals will not make anyone a believer, any more than driving
my car makes me an auto mechanic
(see Ephesians 2:8-9).
Jesus died on the cross because he
knew that regardless of how many
good things we do, we still have a
problem. The Bible tells us that all of
us have sinned against God (Romans
3:23). The Bible presents at least
eight different definitions of sin. But
essentially, sin is any wrong act,
thought, or even wrong inaction
(James 4:17). When we evaluate ourselves with this standard, we discover that we have stained our goodness
with the dark ink of sin.
A holy God would not allow sin to
go unpunished. But rather than make
us pay the price, God offered his Son
to be mistreated, condemned as a
common criminal, tortured, and then
executed on a cross as the punishment
for our sins. God now offers us for-

giveness of sins and an eternal relationship with him if we accept
Christ's payment for our sins. Commenting on this, the Apostle Paul
said, "The wages of sin is death, but
the gift of God is eternal life in Christ
Jesus our Lord" (Romans 6:23).
We become believers when we
accept this gift by turning from our
sin and confessing to God our belief
in Jesus' death and resurrection on
our behalf (see Romans 10:9-10).
Some refer to this as salvation, being
born-again, getting saved. But whatever you label it, you must settle the
question, "Am I a believer?"
Ami a follower?
Jesus said, "If anyone loves me, he
will obey my teaching" (John 14:23).
Not only does he call us to believe, he
also calls us to follow him. One twentieth century theologian said, "God's
grace (gift of salvation) is free, but
it's not cheap." Jesus never came simply to take care of our sin problem,
but to offer us a lifestyle radically different from the lifestyles of a world
that rejects God.
Following Jesus means living his
teachings, or as one coach told me,
"playing by the book." In so doing
we find freedom from the hatred, violence, and oppression so prevalent in
today's world. "If you hold to my
teaching, you are really my disciples
(one who lives by my teaching). Then
you will know the truth, and the truth
will set you free" (John 8:31-32,
parentheses mine).
Jesus came to restore broken relationships through his teachings and
work on the cross. Likewise, when
we follow Jesus, we discover his
power to love enemies and neighbors,
and to share his love with others in
our homes, nation and the world. As
followers, we care for others as Jesus
cared for others, regardless of who
they are or what they've done.
But following Jesus doesn't come
easily. Jesus knew that in and of ourselves we could not follow him as we
should. So, Jesus promised the Holy
Spirit to teach us further and empower us in our following (John 16:1315). Jesus knew that obedience would
prove difficult in a world turned away
from God.

The way you
handle money,
communicate,
resolve conflict,
make decisions,
communicate
biblical sexuality,
and manage time
all tell your
children about
what you believe.
Paul contrasted this with the
empowering effects of wine, "Do not
get drunk (empowered) by wine,
which leads to debauchery. Instead,
be filled (empowered) with the Spirit" (Ephesians 5:18, parentheses
mine).
The Holy Spirit works in us in the
same way that water nourishes a
plant. The water works itself into the
roots and feeds the stem and branches. After a time, the nourishment
enables the plant to produce its fruit.
Again, Paul tells us that through the
nourishment of the Spirit we can also
expect fruit. "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control" (Galatians
5:22). Pretty good fruit, if you ask
me!
We allow the Spirit to empower us
when we turn away and confess any
known sin (1 John 1:9) and invite the
Spirit to empower us (Ephesians
5:18). Have you asked the Spirit to
fill you so you can follow Jesus with
God's power? We cooperate with this
nourishment when we begin each day
by confessing any sin in our lives,
inviting the Spirit to fill us afresh, and
by taking time for personal prayer and
Bible study. Our church involvement
also allows the Holy Spirit more

room to empower us as we follow
Jesus.
There's no greater life than a life of
following Jesus. Yet we still have one
important responsibility.
Am I a leader?
When our children see us as believers, and followers, they also need
to see us as leaders.
A leader assumes responsibility.
God has called us to know his Word
and apply it in our daily lives (2 Timothy 3:16-17). He also calls us to
actively fellowship with other Christians (Hebrews 10:25). When we participate in these activities, we show
our family that we mean business
with our Lord.
A leader also models an accurate
picture of his or her faith. Children
see us as the primary examples of
what the Christian faith means. Husbands, how do you treat your wives?
Are you loving them biblically?
Wives, what about you? (Ephesians
5:22-33). Do your children see that
your faith happens seven days a week
and not just on Sunday mornings?
Parents, the way you handle money,
communicate, resolve conflict, make
decisions, communicate biblical sexuality, and manage time all tell your
children about what you believe. Do
they see you applying biblical principles to important lifestyle issues?
Yes, as parents we sometimes fail.
Sometimes we react in ways not suitable as Christian parents. But when
this happens, do your children see
you as someone willing to confess
sins and correct mistakes? Or, do they
see you as someone who stubbornly
denies or ignores problems?

From How to Grow a Happy Family, by
Audie Gaddis, published by Evangel Publishing House (Nappanee, IN, © 1989) and available from Christian Light Bookstores.
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Kris had just tackled two challenges. In good faith
and with a positive outlook, she had tried to reach
into the unknown, to attempt something she had never
attempted before. Just trying out for the team and the
musical took courage, but both challenges had backfired in her face. Her experimental courage had led
only to the pain of rejection.
A normal reaction for someone in Kris's position
would be to think, "Oh, well, what's the use? I tried
and failed. I won't even bother trying next time." But
this is a dangerous attitude, particularly for a seventh
grader, and presents one of the greatest challenges to
parents. Junior highers have to experiment. But during experimentation, there are always as many setbacks as successes. Somehow, we have to help our
children look objectively at their failures and maintain enough confidence to keep trying.
We didn't burden Kris with unfair expectations.
The one prayer I pray most frequently as a parent
(and a teacher) is that the Lord will give me the wisdom to know how much to expect of my children. If I
expect too little of them, they waste their creative
gifts. If I expect too much of them, I may destroy
them with an unrealistic burden.
We had to help Kris get her life back in perspective. That night our after-dinner conversation hit on
several stories—some from Scripture, some about
great heroes, and some about real-life people we
knew. We wondered how Zechariah must have handled the suffering of not being able to speak until his
child, John the Baptist, was born. We tried to imagine
the drive that possessed Glen Cunningham to recover
from serious burns and injury to become a worldclass runner. We prayed for a young athlete, a friend
of the family, who had just learned that because of a
latent back injury, he would never be able to compete
in gymnastics again.
These memories weren't meant to divert Kris's
attention from her own hurts. We retold these stories
to remind ourselves that we are never the only people
suffering. We used the examples to gain the courage
to accept the fact that life is more than speaking and
burn scars and gymnastics honors and junior high
musicals and basketball. When we have courageous
confidence in the truth of the gospel, life always has
hope.
I don't know if Kris learned all that in one night.
But at least there weren't any tear stains on her pillow
the next morning.

(Dinner
discussion
by Cliff Schimmels
No one likes to bring up the topic of his or her
own rejection. I know my children don't. I discovered
this at one of our family discussions which take place
on occasional days when we "debrief during dinner.
"Kris," I asked our seventh grader, "when are we
going to hear the results of the musical tryouts?"
"She posted them today."
"Oh?" (With junior highers, you have to use the
art of "encouraging listening.")
"Yeah. Dianne got the part."
After some meager attempts to relieve the tension
I created, I suddenly thought of something more positive.
"How's basketball practice?" That ought to
change the tone, I thought.
"Coach called us in today and said that she would
only be able to keep 12 girls."
"Oh?" More encouraging listening.
"I wasn't one of the 12."
Kris had suffered two major setbacks, both in the
same day. Despite her lackadaisical attitude and her
apparent reluctance to talk, she had to be suffering
emotionally.
At that point, parents—even those who felt awkward and useless—were valuable to her. Her setbacks
provided us not only a challenge but also an opportunity. Here are some things we learned:
We had to help our child manage her hurt. To
adults who worry about "important" things, not getting into a musical may not seem too shattering. But
for a seventh grader, it may represent the loss of all
the potential joy in the world.
My first impulse when things happen to my children is to try to heal the hurt—to kiss it and make the
pain go away. That's what I would really like to do,
but I know I can't.
Kris was going to feel some pain. There wasn't a
whole lot I could do to make the hurt go away. And I
am not sure that would have been the best thing, even
if I could. The natural process of growing inevitably
leads to a certain amount of suffering, and that suffering is valuable in helping us become mature.
We had to help her preserve her pioneering spirit.
August 1993

Dr. Cliff Schimmels, professor of education at Wheaton College in Wheaton, Illinois, is author of Surviving the Terrible
Teenage Years (David C. Cook Publishing). This article was
excerpted from that book by permission of David C. Cook Publishing Co.

Rekindling

the fires
of Worship

by Glenn E. Pfeiffer

H

AVE vou EVER VISITED A CHURCH

where the worship service seemed dead? Over the last few
years I've had such experiences. Now, make no
mistake, the worshipers did all the right things—sang
some songs, listened to special music, enjoyed the choir,
heard a message, and gave to the offering. But something was missing. I left the church with a keen sense
that I had not worshiped. I had not experienced a closeness to God, and everyone seemed to be going through
the motions. Others I have talked with have agreed that
church services can seem ritualistic, routine, dry, and
dead. Even A. W. Tozer, over 30 years ago, noticed these
things and lamented that worship had become the lost
jewel of the evangelical church. If it is true, it is a frightening prospect: that we, as God's people, called to worship the Lord in spirit and truth (John 4:24) are not fully
entering into the worship experience. The questions then
become: How have we drifted from meaningful worship
and, secondly, how can we rediscover it again?
I believe that many factors have contributed to the
loss of meaningful worship in the church today. The
most significant factor, however, may be the limited participation of believers in the worship experience.
First of all, we have drifted from the Scripture's
strong emphasis on the priesthood of all believers. In the

Old Testament the priesthood was limited to a certain
number of people. Their major role was to represent the
people before God. Israel herself was mired in sin and
unable to effectively commune with God, and the priesthood was established to offer sacrifices to God on behalf
of the people. These sacrifices were, however, unable to
"clear the conscience of the worshiper" (Heb. 9:9), and
were incapable of taking away the people's sins (Heb.
10:4). As a result, the Old Testament priesthood and the
services they performed were temporary in nature. A
new mediator between God and the people, the Lord
Jesus, was to come and both fulfill and supersede the
Old Testament priesthood and its sacrifices (Heb. 9:12;
10:11-12).
With this background, the New Testament gives a
very different picture of the priesthood. Christ has
become our high priest; he is our mediator (1 Tim. 2:5)
and now those who are united in faith with him are made
priests. 1 Peter 2:4-5 says: "As you come to him, the living stone . . . you also, like living stones, are being built
into a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood, offering
spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus
Christ." This verse makes two important points regarding worship. First, in contrast to the Old Testament, all
believers have been made priests and all have the privilege of communing directly with God. No special caste,
Evangelical Visitor

particular group, or human priest stands between us and
God. Christ alone is our mediator. Secondly, as priests
we are to offer sacrifices. These sacrifices are no longer
material or earthly like in the Old Testament, but are
spiritual sacrifices such as prayer, praise, thanks, the
fruits of repentance, faith, love, etc. These sacrifices are
made "through Christ" and are not repeated sacrifices for
atonement but sacrifices of thanks and praise for the
atonement Christ has already provided.
This has important implications for worship. If every
believer is a priest, and if we are called to offer up spiritual sacrifices to God, then our involvement in worship
is essential. Hebrews 13:15 says, "Through Jesus, therefore, let us continually offer to God a sacrifice of
praise—the fruit of lips that confess his name." If we are
sitting passively in our pews, like an audience, observing
others at worship, we are not going to offer to God the
sacrifices of praise he desires
from us and we will not experience the full blessings that God
wants to give us. Meaningful
worship can only be realized
when we are actively performing
our priestly role.
Secondly, and related to this,
we have drifted away from the
valuable lessons the Protestant
Reformers taught the church. In
medieval or pre-Reformation
times, worship was clergy-centered. The congregation sat back
and observed the priest administer the sacraments and perform
the liturgy. They were spectators,
not participants. The reformer
Martin Luther then came along
and insisted that worship should
not be a performance to be
watched but the activity of the
people. This idea of the entire congregation being involved in worship was one of the Reformation's invaluable contributions.

At Speedwell Heights we have improved our worship
experience by making a few key changes. Each of the
changes is an attempt to encourage participation and
overcome the spectator mentality. Here are a few ways,
regardless of worship style, which I believe have the
potential to enrich our worship times.
Plan a block of time (12-20 minutes) at the beginning of the service when the congregation focuses
on the Lord through a combination of hymns,
Scriptures, responsive readings, and choruses. This
time will go a long way in helping people overcome distractions and focus on the Lord. If your family is like
mine, I don't always make it to church in a very worshipful mindset. With two children, Sunday mornings
can be hectic. I can remember one morning when everything seemed to go wrong. My youngest son David
refused to eat his breakfast and then proceeded to throw
it on the floor. Later, while my
wife and I were trying to give
David the medicine he didn't
want, our other son Stephen was
having a fit because he didn't
want to wear the clothes we had
picked out for him—especially
the socks. After things settled
down a little, I went outside to
clear the ice off the car only to
find that the defective ice scraper we had just bought would
only clear four lines the width
of a pencil tip every time I
scraped. After spending an eternity cleaning the car off I went
inside to discover that our cat
had thrown up on our carpet.
After all of this you can imagine
how hard it was to get into a
worshiping mindset, especially
when I spent the next few minutes trying to figure out how I could get rid of the cat
without hurting my wife's feelings. The bottom line in
all of this is that a block of praise time at the beginning
of the service can help us overcome distractions and
focus on the Lord.

7

A. W. Tozer, over 30
years ago, lamented that
worship had become
the lost jewel of the
evangelical church.
If that is true, how
have we drifted from
meaningful worship
and, secondly, how can
we rediscover it again?

Over the last few centuries, however, we have lost this
emphasis on active participation. Much of our worship
today, like medieval worship, is clergy-centered. The
pastor, and perhaps a couple of helpers, give most if not
all the input into the service. On the other hand, the congregation's input is minimal if nonexistent. Many
approach a church service as they would a play or
orchestra performance. They watch others perform and
applaud if they are good.
To this point, we have focused attention on our drift
from meaningful worship. To get back on course we
must return worship to the people, and set the goal of
allowing for the full and active participation of every
member. The question, however, remains: how do we
recover what has been lost?
August 1993
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I Develop worship teams. These teams could consist
of a worship leader and instrumentalists (guitars,
drums, bass guitars, piano, synthesizers, flutes, violins, etc.) who would lead the block of worship time at
the beginning of the service. The benefits to this
approach include the greater use of congregational gifts
as well as the opportunity to get your worship leadership
together for times of instruction on the principles of worship. Our worship teams meet every other month to discuss ways to improve our worship as well as to learn better how to worship. Since worship, like prayer, is a
learned activity, we must become educated by the Word
of God and sensitized to the Spirit of God. As a congregation we are working in this direction. Our church cur-

rently has five worship teams, each with a different style
and personality and each growing in their ability to lead
worship.
Create an atmosphere where physical expression
and verbal praise are encouraged and accepted. In
many ways we have been robbed by a culture that
says we can be expressive outside of church, like at
sporting events, but not in church. As we look at Scripture, however, there are numerous references to people
expressing exuberant praise with their bodies and voices.
Clapping hands (Ps. 47:1, 98:8; Is. 55:12); lifting hands
(Ps. 28:2, 63:4, 134:2; Lam. 2:19, 3:41; 1 Tim. 2:8);
falling prostrate (Job 1:20; Rev. 4:10, 5:8, 14, 19:4, 10);
jumping for joy (rejoice—Prov. 23:16; Hab. 3:18); dancing before the Lord (Ps. 149:3); kneeling (Ps. 95:6; Eph.
3:14; Acts 21:5); and bowing (Ps. 5:7, 95:6; Rom 14:11)
are just a few of the references. God is also to be worshiped with our verbal praise—praise from our lips
(Heb. 13:15; Rev. 4:11, 5:9-10, 12, 7:12); continual
praise (Heb. 13:15; Rev. 4:8); with loud voices (Rev.
5:12, 19:1, 6). These Scriptures suggest that the kind of
worship God desires from us involves the whole person,
body and voice, as well as our heart and mind.
Psalm 149:1-4 also describes
^^^^^^^^m
the worship the Lord desires:
Praise the LORD. Sing to
the Lord a new song, his
praise in the assembly of the
saints. Let Israel rejoice in
their Maker; let the people
ofZion be glad in their
King. Let them praise him
with dancing and make
music to him with tambourine and harp. For the
LORD takes delight in his
people; he crowns the humble with salvation.
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One additional note: I have purposely chosen the
words creating an "atmosphere where physical and verbal expression are encouraged and accepted" because no
singular expression should become a litmus test for
"true" worship. Not everyone will participate in every
form of worship, but we need, through education in the
Word, to create an environment where people know that
these avenues of worship are appropriate and where our
congregations sense the freedom of the Spirit to express
their faith in these ways. This is an excellent way to help
people overcome a spectator mentality and enter into
worship. We only need to give people permission to
praise.
Encourage others to pray publicly. As a pastor
with only a few hundred "official" prayers under
my belt I have come to realize that I have been
designated the official "pray-er" for every potluck dinner
or fellowship activity I attend for the rest of my life.
That's fine! I love to pray and I consider my prayer times
for the needs of my congregation to be one of my top
pastoral priorities. But I'm not the only one who can or
should pray. Some ways to increase congregational participation may be to:
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a. Have board members, deacons, or other congregational
leaders pray publicly for the
congregation's needs. Leaders
especially need to model effective prayer lives.
b. Have the congregation
pray for needs together in
silence or out loud.
c. Have ushers pray for the
offering.
I have listed four ways congregations can move out of the
passive audience mentality to a
more active role in worship.
Other ideas might include: dialogical preaching, greater use of
the altar, restoration of the prophetic gifts, communion
by intinction (dipping the bread into the cup), increased
use of Scripture, liberal use of choral and other musical
talent, healing services, footwashing services, and testimony times.

If every believer is a
priest, and if we are
called to offer up
spiritual sacrifices
to God, then our
involvement in
worship is essential.

Why do we praise God with
our bodies and voices? Why do
we play our instruments to the
Lord? Verse four gives the answer. We do this not
because it is our personality to be expressive or because
of our upbringing, but because the Lord takes delight in
us as his people. He has crowned us with salvation,
given us his grace, and now finds pleasure in our worship. His wonderful grace and boundless love stirs our
hearts and moves us to praise.
Often in discussing worship we begin with the wrong
starting point. We talk about the kind of worship "we"
like and what brings "us" pleasure. I think our preferences are important, but they should not be the place we
begin our discussion. We should first ask not what kind
of worship pleases us, but what kind of worship pleases
God. This worship should be the kind that engages the
whole person.
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As we have seen, Scripture calls us and history teaches us that every believer should be active in the worship
experience. When we fulfill our priestly role and offer
sacrifices of praise to the Lord, God's Spirit is loosed
and our worship becomes meaningful. This is what we
all want and it is my prayer that each of our hearts and
all of our congregations will experience a rekindling of
the fires of worship.
Glenn E. Pfeiffer is pastor of the Speedwell Heights Brethren in
Christ Church, Lititz, Pa.
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tification of the soul, Christian organists learn that temptation need not
result in sin. Even though choices of
the tones of the organ and the styles
of the music can manipulate the
masses to sundry desired mental
states, from lethargy to indignation, it
is the goal of the minister of notes at
the organ bench to lead in worship by
representing Christ in his beauty,
humility, greatness, and sacrifice.
The prelude

Services at the church I serve are
designed to allow for the "fellowship
of the saints" to occur before actual
corporate worship begins. Therefore,
the prelude serves as a musical interlude which allows people to move
from the horizontal plane of human

The whole truth about organists and
organ music in our worship service
by Bruce Gerlach

T

is the single most
powerful musical instrument
ever invented. A small organ,
commonly found in small to moderate-sized church buildings, is capable
of restful nocturnes, lulling listeners
to lazy, or worse, lackadaisical mindsets. And yet, with the depression of
one button, the same organ can produce nearly hair-raising fullness of
voluminous sonority.
This flexibility affords organists a
myriad of tonal choices as well as
HE ORGAN
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countless temptations. British theologian Erik Routley, in his book Church
Music and Theology, says that no
musician faces the "temptation of
being shown 'all the kingdoms of the
world'" like the one at the console. If
the adage "power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely" holds
any credibility, then organists are to
be feared above all people in Christendom.
But, in the grace of God, by the
regeneration of the heart and the sane-

relationships and begin to focus on
the vertical plane of worshiping God.
Conversation with people has ended,
conversation with God begins. Most
people appreciate familiarity in music, that which is easily grasped. During the prelude and the offertory, arrangements of well-known hymn
tunes often meet this need.
It must be recognized, however,
that when a hymn tune is played, it
produces a specific response from listeners, that is, people hear and focus
on the familiar words of the hymn
internally. These words may or may
not be well-suited to the particular
mindset of the worshiper and therefore may not be useful as an aid for
meditation. If, on the other hand, a
piece not based on a hymn is played,
it then allows for a general and indi11

While organists may face temptations related to
the power and dominance of the instrument,
all worshipers face a more subtle temptation
of slothfulness in worship.

vidual response. Worshipers may
commune with God unencumbered
by the words of a familiar hymn guiding their thoughts. At this point they
may choose to focus on Scripture
being used in the service or individual needs. Both types of instrumental
music are helpful. Therefore the wise
organist strives for a balance between
them.
The offertory
Regrettably, the purpose of the
offertory sometimes sinks to the lowest common denominator, that is,
"music to pass the plate by." That is
why Don Hustad, internationally
known organist, lecturer, and church
music philosopher from Louisville,
Kentucky, prefers vocal music while
the collection is being taken. The act
of giving money is one of the most
richly symbolic acts of our worship.
Through this act we affirm that all we
have is from God, and by giving a
portion we show that God is ruler of
our lives, not money and possessions.
Ideally, it is a response to the goodness of God as experienced through
the week and culminates in our corporate worship.
Hustad believes that vocal music
symbolizes these ideals best. If the
offertory becomes a time that we put
our mental transmission in neutral,
and coast through it while the plate
passes by, the momentum of worship
is halted. Some of us may be all too
guilty of this. However, a few moments of rest from the intensity of the
service may be regenerative (assuming, of course, that there is an intensity of worship, sadly lacking in many
places).
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Since instrumental music is commonly used, private and corporate
meditation should accompany the
playing of the offertory. Assuming
that the organist chooses music
appropriate to the service, the worshiper may desire to follow the words
of a hymn tune-based voluntary by
finding it in the hymnal. Meditation
can also be aided by reading Scriptures or prayers from the hymnal, or
by recalling earlier parts of the service
that were particularly meaningful.
The postlude
Many churches signal the end of
corporate worship by the recitation of
a benediction or blessing from the
pastor. After this a postlude is played,
which is usually rousing, jaunty, and
loud.
There are many ways to perceive
this music. Some organists are offended when "no one" listens to his or
her magnificent rendition. Some
churches conclude worship after the
playing of the postlude, after which
people are free to greet each other.
This model often is not preferred by
the clergy, because, you see, the musician "gets the last word."
At our church, the postlude is basically a non-essential element of worship. It is "occasional music" (music
for the occasion), and that occasion is
greeting friends and fellow worshipers, and preparing to leave the
sanctuary. If it were absent it would
be missed, but only a few people ever
try to grasp the musical or spiritual
subtleties of the work. Nonetheless,
the postlude should always be of
good quality, that is, something worth
listening to. However, it is understood

that many may choose not to listen
to the music but would rather talk
over it. Therefore, in this writer's
view, the postlude has little theological significance. It is merely important that it be well played and appropriate in style and content.
While organists may face temptations related to the power and dominance of the instrument, all worshipers face a more subtle temptation
of slothfulness in worship. Active
participation of the mind, body, and
spirit helps overcome this temptation.
Instrumental music in the worship
service may serve as soothing interlude for active mental participation
in worship or mental trips around the
known world. We all should strive to
utilize the time in our worship service when organ music is played for
reflection, prayer, confession, and
adoration. Significant amounts of
these attitudes are requisite to meaningful corporate worship.

Dr. Bruce Gerlach is a member of the
Manor (Pa.) congregation and is currently
living in Louisville, Ky., where he recently
finished his doctoral degree in music. He is
Director of Music Ministries and organist at
Wall Street United Methodist Church in Jeffersonville, Ind., and will be serving as the
music director at Roxbury Campmeeting in
August 1993.
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by Kevin Longenecker

Police chaplain
on call
I sat with a small five-year-old boy and his twoyear-old sister today. Matthew had tried to wake up
his grandmother all morning. He had even taken a
cupcake up to see if she would eat. When she would
not wake up, he went to the neighbors, whose children he had played often with, for help.
I was sitting in front of these two most delightful children, watching them hold the teddy bears I
had given them upon my arrival a few minutes earlier. Samantha's big eyes stared at me and Matthew
hung his head as he squeezed his bear. I began to ask
if they noticed their grandmother looked different.
"Was she cold when you touched her?" I asked.
Matthew informed me she just looked like she was
sleeping.
I struggled to say the right words. "Your grandmother went to sleep last evening and she is not
going to wake up. I'm very sorry,, but she is gone.
She is dead." The last word seemed so cold, so final
for a five-year-old to hear.
A little while later, I sat with Matthew again. I
wanted him to understand he did nothing wrong that
might have caused his grandmother's death.
"Matthew," I said, "you know you did everything
right this morning. You tried to wake your grandmother up. You even tried to get her something to
eat. When you knew something was wrong, you
went to your friends' house for help. You did every-
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thing right. Do your understand?" He nodded his
head yes.
I then asked him as he sat on my knee if his
grandmother believed in Jesus. His response was
yes, and he continued, "I believe in Jesus. I said my
prayers already."
"Would you like me to pray with you?" I asked.
Again a yes response.
"You pray first, then I will pray," I suggested.
With head bowed, eyes closed, and hands folded around his bear in front of him, Matthew began to
pray. "I wish my Grandma was still here. I wish she
didn't die. I'm glad I did everything right. Amen."
My prayer that followed seemed so meager
compared to what I had just heard. As I left, I sensed
in a new way the power of God's love and a child's
prayer. Matthew and Samantha were left in the care
of the very giving Christian neighbors until their
mother arrived from St. Louis later that evening. It is
great to know God is still in charge of even the
details!

Kevin Longenecker pastors the Oakwood Christian Fellowship, a Brethren in Christ congregation in Colorado Springs,
Colo. He has served as one of approximately 28 volunteer chaplains in the Colorado Springs police department for almost five
years.
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I suspect most
non-Christians would not
accept that there are spiritual
forces at work in the world, and for
many Christians it's not something
that we talk about a lot. We are also
brought up to understand scientific
explanations, accept logic and use
reason. However, for many communities in the developing world, spiritual forces are very real to people.
This certainly seems to be true here in
rural Zimbabwe.
I am still taken by surprise by how
deeply the local people's thinking is
steeped in spiritual matters. At times
I am also reminded of the often sinister significance people put on symptoms or medical problems, which I
would see as neutral, as part of a natural physical process. Our forebears
would have thought in a similar way
at one time, but generations of education has largely taught us that
everything can be explained logically.
But it's not true for many of the people here. The traditional belief here is
that a person's ancestors, particularly
those recently dead, dominate his or
her life. The dead are thought to
maintain a keen interest in things in
the village, and could be helpful or
N THE WEST,

unhelpful. Their spirits might need to
be communicated with, and offerings
made to keep them happy. Here the
advice of the inyanga (witch doctor)
could be sought, to decide what is
needed. Generally these spirits are felt
to be important, relevant to ordinary,
everyday life.
This strong understanding of the
spiritual forces at play around them is
still here with those who follow the
traditional beliefs, and a keen sensitivity to spiritual things is usual with
the many who are now Christians.
I am still caught unawares by this
difference in our understanding when
considering people's problems. Perhaps the following three examples
will illustrate what I am saying.
I was called to the male tuberculosis ward one day by the nurse as the
relatives of one elderly man were
keen to take him home. This man had
been admitted about three weeks earlier, and had been steadily improving
until about four or five days before,
when he had suffered a small stroke,
leaving him weak on the left side.
"We would like to take him home,
just for a few days, and we will bring
him back," the son said as the nurse
interpreted for me. Well, I had heard

that story too many times before.
They clearly wanted to take him to
the inyanga. Although the son might
be sincere enough in his commitment
to bring his father back after three or
four days, experience had taught me
that things would not necessarily
work out that way. The family might
be given strong advice that whatever
needed to be done would take longer,
possibly weeks. Whose advice would
the family take then, the hospital's or
the inyanga'sl After all, the patient
became worse, with his stroke, while
under the hospital's care. So if it was
at all possible, it had become my policy to avoid agreeing to these bargains, because on several occasions
people had returned to the hospital
after long periods, and were much
more ill. I also feel that a patient's
own wishes are more important than
those of his family. I had not had a
chance to find out what the old man
actually wanted to do himself.
So I gently went into my carefully
reasoned argument about why the old
man should not go, as he might get
worse, he would have no supervision,
and so on. But we were clearly coming at the problem from totally different directions, and the family

is not against
flesh and blood...
by Ian and Clare Stell
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remained adamant that they were
going to take him home, whatever I
said.
"You see, it's like this," the son
said, "we never asked permission
from the ancestoral spirits when we
brought him here in the first place.
Now they are angry and have caused
him to suffer from this stroke. So we
really have no choice; we must get
him home and find help to appease
the spirits, or who knows what else
may happen."
So as they had decided, they took
him home, and sure enough we did
not see him again for a couple weeks.
The second example was in the
out-patient department one day. I was
seeing one of our regular patients, a
girl in her late teens who is mentally
and physically handicapped. She also
has epilepsy. This was a regular visit
to collect more tablets. She had come
with her mother, herself a trained
nurse, who usually came with her.
The girl had recently suffered some
medical problems and had been seen
at another hospital, so I took a little
time to read through her medical
cards. I happened to have a Zimbabwean medical student with me that
morning, and a conversation started
between the mother and him while I
was reading the notes. Perhaps for my
benefit the conversation was held in
English, and the mother began talking
about her daughter's early years. She
explained about how her child's disabilities became evident during her
first year of life or so, and how it
appeared that she was also nearly
blind.
"The missionaries decided that
they would pray for my daughter, and
that's what they did; every week they
would pray for her. Then when some
of them returned home, they wrote to
me to say that they were continuing to
pray for my daughter in their group
back in America. And do you know
what happened?" she continued. "Her
eyesight got better and better, and
now she can see fine."
August 1993

I T IS NOT NEWS to

people that there
are supernatural
forces at work in
the world. The task
for the Church is
only to show which
is the winning side.
It clearly gave her immense satisfaction to recount this story. Despite
all her daughter's other problems
which still remained, she seemed profoundly grateful for what had happened. I could not help but think that
all the time and effort and medical
treatment that had been given to this
girl had not produced anything like
the same feelings in her mother.
There was absolutely no doubt in the
mother's conviction that the recovery
of her daughter's sight was due to
prayer. Furthermore this was obviously of such great significance to her
that it was the first thing she wanted
to share with this stranger, 15 years or
more later.
My third example happened in our
minor operations room one afternoon.
In order to understand the story I will
have to describe how this room is laid
out. In the center of the room is the
operating table. In the wall nearest
the foot of the table, there is a doorway to a small room where teeth
extractions are carried out. If a patient
was sitting in the dental chair and the
door was open—as it usually is—then
his legs would be visible to a person
on the operating table.
On this particular day I had a middle-aged lady half propped-up on the
table as I was getting things ready. I
cannot actually remember what procedure I was about to do. In the dental room, one of our nurses was about
to extract a tooth from a boy of about
10 years.

Just at that moment the boy started
to have an epileptic convulsion. The
nurse quickly took him from the chair
and onto the floor, laying him on his
side, and called to me for assistance.
Within seconds the convulsion had
finished and the boy lay there breathing quietly. After a short interval he
started to show some signs of regaining consciousness.
My middle-aged lady had witnessed much of what had happened,
and I felt a little awkward returning to
her, feeling that this little event would
not have helped to relax her. Again I
was caught unawares by her comment.
"You must go and pray for him,
doctor."
Now, I would say that for me, and
I would suspect for a great many
other Christian doctors, it is unusual
to pray for someone's problem if it is
getting better, or easily treatable. It is
much more common to pray when
things are very serious, getting worse,
or where the outcome is unknown. So
my immediate reaction to the lady's
words was to think that surely it was
not necessary to pray; the boy was
recovering nicely on his own. But I
had missed the point of what my
patient was saying. This convulsion
was the most certain proof one could
have, or so she thought, that someone was directly under demonic influence. It was not important that the
convulsion had finished. She believed
that the boy's greatest need was to be
released from this demon.
I hope that these three examples
have shown how much people here
are aware of the spiritual battles that
surround them. It is not news to people that there are supernatural forces
at work in the world. The task for the
Church is only to show which is the
winning side.

Dr. Ian Stell and his wife Clare, from London, England, are on the staff of Mtshabezi
Hospital in Zimbabwe.
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The baptismal service
on Christmas Day,
1992, marking the
beginning of the
Guaruma church.

A church is
born in
Guaruma,
Honduras
by Eugene Madeira

Eugene and Ruth Madeira have worked
with Jose Leon and Yolanda in the training of
these faithful leaders and will be returning to
Honduras in January 1994 for follow-up of
what has already been taught.
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Guaruma is Yolanda Herrera's home
town. She was a teenage girl of 17
years of age when Jose Leon visited
her village as a traveling salesman. He
sold rice, beans, and basic grains.
Yolanda's mother used to say to her,
"Why don't you pay more attention to
Jose. He is a good man. He would
make a good husband. He is older,
more responsible and much wiser than
the young neighborhood drunks who
are trying to win your heart." As an
obedient and dutiful daughter, Yolanda
made a commitment to Jose to wait for
him.
In the meantime Jose decided to go
to Miami to earn his fortune. It was
1973. He got a good job as a construction worker. A Puerto Rican friend who
lived in the same apartment building
invited him to church. Jose said he
went along and looked for the saints to
pray to. It was the first time he had
been in a church that didn't have any
saints. He liked the warm welcome the
pastor extended to him. He liked his
preaching and when the invitation was
given he asked his Puerto Rican friend
(who was a backslider), what to do, and
he went forward to accept Christ as his
Evangelical Visitor

Savior. He remembers the pastor laid
hands on him and he raised both
hands skyward as they prayed for
him.
From that day on, Jose Leon felt
called to be a preacher of the gospel.
He was given a tract, "What will you
have me to do?" He took it home and
read the tract and knelt by his bed and
cried. God wants to use me in Honduras. I must return and preach the
gospel to my own people. But there
was another reason he wanted to
return. He had gotten a letter from
Yolanda breaking their engagement.
On his return to Guaruma, Yolanda
was surprised to find him very different. She liked the changes she saw in
him. He no longer carried a pistol. He
didn't smoke anymore and his old
ways were gone. He was a new creature in Christ Jesus. Yolanda had been
saved in the town of Samaria, where
her sister lived. There was a Central
American Mission church there that
had been established in 1943. It was a
large, thriving congregation.
Jose and Yolanda were married in
1976. They moved to Nicaragua
where Jose Leon worked as a church
planter until Roy Sider appointed him
to go to Honduras as a missionary in
1989. Yolanda returned to Guaruma,
her hometown, while Jose Leon

looked for a place to live in the capital city Tegucigalpa.
Jose's preaching had been rejected
in his hometown of Capulin back in
1973. Many of his family and friends
thought he was crazy. But Capulin
was one of the first villages to accept
the gospel after his return to Honduras. His father, his mother, and his
brothers were saved. Jose and Yolanda were now concerned for her hometown. There was still no church there.
So they began to make visits there
and people came to hear him preach.
The field was ripe for harvest. Guaruma was within shelling distance of
Sandinistan (Nicaraguan) artillery
during the contra war. It is only a
short distance from the Nicaraguan
border. Yolanda's family never left
the area during nearly a decade of
contra wars. Shells frequently fell
near Yolanda's mother's house,
killing some of her cattle. Neighbors
had their legs blown off by mines that
been placed along the border. Now
peace had come and the people were
ready to hear the gospel.
Jose has learned that as soon as
there is a time of harvest, pastors need
to be appointed to lead the flock. He
has learned to do what the Apostle
Paul did and commanded Timothy
and Titus to do: "The things you have

heard me say in the presence of many
witnesses entrust to reliable men who
will also be qualified to teach others"
(2 Timothy 2:2). "The reason I left
you in Crete was that you might
straighten out what was left unfinished and appoint elders in every
town, as I directed you" (Titus 1:5).
Evangelist and Church Planter Jose
Leon Herrera had learned to do this in
Nicaragua where he started 14 churches. And he was putting it into practice
in Honduras where in four years he
had started 20 churches.
In 1990 he appointed Humberto
Moncada to lead the new believers of
Guaruma. On Christmas Day 1992,
32 persons were baptized in Guaruma, Yolanda's hometown. A church
was born that day. Today a dynamic
young man leads that church and is
preparing 10 leaders. He is multiplying himself just as Jose Leon has
learned to appoint leaders of the 23
churches—three new congregations
this year.
So the Brethren in Christ Church
grows in Honduras. In four years
there have been 500 believers baptized, and 30 pastors and lay leaders
that Jose Leon has committed as
faithful men, have been prepared to
teach others.
•

Jose Ledn Herrerra
interviews pastors
on the third
anniversary of the '
work in Honduras.
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od at work in our world
Somchai's
accident
John Brubaker—Bangkok, Thailand
One week after we returned to
Thailand, our house helper, Mai,
called to tell us that her sister's husband had been in a serious motorcycle
accident and was now undergoing
brain surgery in a local hospital. Since
he had not been wearing a helmet
(typical for Thailand) the right side
of his head and face had been severely injured in the accident. When we
visited him a few days later, we
learned that a section of his skull had
been removed temporarily to relieve
pressure on his brain. He could not
hear well and could lie only on his
back due to other injuries.
We learned that he was a nominal
Catholic, but since he was so far from
home (he was transferred to Bangkok
for the operation) he could not get a
priest to visit him. In desperation he
begged his wife (a Buddhist) to pray
to God for him. She said she couldn't,
since she didn't know how. So, during
the course of our visit, we prayed for
Somchai's healing—that he would
recover fully (the doctor, at that point,
hadn't given them much hope).
The next day when we dropped by
to visit Somchai, he was sitting up in
bed and had something he wanted to
share with us. The previous night he
had dreamed that he went to heaven
and met God. God had scolded him
for not attending church and for other
activities he had become involved in.
After Somchai, in his dream, promised to attend church more regularly
God gave him something to eat which
would help him recover. The last
word we had is that he is steadily
improving. We're praying that God
will use this to reach Mai. She has
asked many questions since this incident. Both Dow and Kathy have had
good opportunities to share the gospel
with her.
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Working together

and other guests made frequent references to the spirit of cooperation in
Mary Olive Lady—Sikalongo, Zambia the community. Volunteers from the
Herberty, a community man for
villages made all the bricks by hand at
whom we have been praying for
no cost to the project. An event like
many years, has come to the Lord.
this is never complete without a skit
When I met him on the path yesterday
and special music written for the
he was ready with a spontaneous tesoccasion. The actress in the lead role
timony describing the riches of heavof "Sister Rachel" Copenhaver made
en. The turning point in his life came
quite a hit! Appreciation swept over
when his late father, who had been a
the audience when Chet and Millie
Christian, appeared to him in a dream.
Sollenberger announced their plan to
Later, as a patient in the hospital, he
return after a four-month break to
received salvation as the pastor
supervise completion of the two new
prayed with him. Herberty has set his
staff houses.
course, reads the Bible, attends
My support group at Carlisle
church and insists there have been no
Church very thoughtfully sent me a
incidents of drinking and fighting
tape of Erma Hare's funeral service. It
since that time.
touched me in a way I haven't been
Other prayers are being answered.
able to shake off. Thank you for your
The Christian education program has
prayers that my commitment to faithreceived grants from our local World
fulness may be deepened during my
Vision office for printing projects and
remaining time in Zambia.
training seminars. The new flip charts
we use in our workshops are wellreceived. Discovered by committee
chairman George Chanda, they are
Thelma Book—Kitakyushu, Japan
professionally done by Gospel Recordings, Inc., with beautiful African
In February a 10-year-old daughter
art work and tapes with transcript and
of a believing mother and grandmusic in the Tonga language. The
mother of our little congregation was
churches are saving money and placbaptized. Yuki-chan's birthday haping orders to buy them for their own
pened to fall this year on the Sunday
teaching programs.
of her decision to follow Jesus, so she
wanted to be baptized for her spirituIn spite of financial concerns, the
al birth on the same day she remem"muscle tone" of the staff and stubered her physical birth.
dents at Sikalongo Bible Institute is
good. The second-year students are a
Following the morning service
cheering section for the new class as
Yuki-chan was baptized. Then, to celthey struggle with English. We
ebrate, we all helped set up tables and
mourned together when a student and
gathered around to share the snacks
his wife lost their five-week-old baby
and desserts people had brought from
girl. Several days later we attended
home for a welcoming party to rejoice
the funeral of a daughter of Philip
with the angels over the addition of
Mudenda, our former principal. Caranother precious person into the kinging for one another is a way of life at
dom of God. It was during this time
the Bible school.
that people who knew Yuki well
began to share impressions and anecThe dedication of the new hospital
dotes about her. Her Sunday school
out-patient department was a memoteachers had noticed early on that she
rable occasion for the Sikalongo comwas a spiritually sensitive child. Sevmunity and others who joined efforts
eral
church members commented on
in the project. Government officials

Yuki-chan's
birthday
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the close and very special relationship between Yuki and her godly
grandmother. It is the grandmother,
now in her 80s, who really molded
the girl's early years since the mother
was teaching, working long hours
every day.
In Yuki's own testimony, which
she read before the congregation after
her baptism, she expressed a strong
desire to give herself in special service to God. Later, one of her Sunday
school teachers elaborated on this. I
felt a response in my spirit and decided that I must encourage her in that
inner drawing. So I shared a little of
my own personal testimony of the
urge to mission that began in me at
the age of six and never disappeared,
even though I misread and blundered
the following of it almost all my life.
Now I see so much more clearly how

I ought to have responded to and prepared for that call.
Then Yuki's mother, often struggling with her emotions, told us the
history of Yuki's beginnings. After
Maeda Sensei (the mother) was married, she and her husband, like most
couples, anticipated a family in due
time. But after several miscarriages
and doctors' investigations over a
period of years, the verdict was that a
safe pregnancy was extremely unlikely for Mrs. Maeda. That was disappointing to the parents and to the
Christian grandmother, too, since
Mrs. Maeda was herself an only child.
However, after even devastating
experiences, life goes on. And then,
startlingly, when Mrs. Maeda was in
her 40s, she discovered she was pregnant. Some heart-searching weeks
followed. The doctor's advice was not

to follow through with the pregnancy;
he felt sure there would be another
miscarriage or a Down's syndrome
child. But the doctor knew neither
Jesus nor the purposes of God. The
praying grandmother and the believing mother did not follow the doctor's advice. At the end of nine
months, little Yuki was born, sound
and whole and beautiful. Her mother
said, "I feel a little like Hannah, that
this child came from the Lord and is
being lent to him again."
All of us who listened were moved
by the realization that always, in the
lives of those who believe in Jesus,
God is hidden behind the scenes
secretly working out his purposes,
and he is to be trusted absolutely. •

Video looks at
church's response
to Zambian
drought
"A Doubled Harvest," a 16-minute
video now available from Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC), looks at
the Zambian Brethren in Christ
Church's ministry when drought
caused almost total crop failure in
southern Zambia.
The video shows how MCC, the
Zambian church, government and private agencies provided emergency
food and seeds. It also tells of foodfor-work programs, efforts to address
root causes of hunger, and how people found a home and hope in the
church.
To arrange a free loan of the video,
contact MCC, P.O. Box 500, Akron,
PA 17501-0500, phone (717) 8591151; MCC Canada, 134 Plaza Drive,
Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9, phone (204)
261-6381; or the MCC office nearest
you. For a personal copy of the video,
send a suggested donation of $20
U.S. to MCC in Akron, Pa.
August 1993
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Attention: Parents and Youth Leaders

"A million dollar shot"
It only took a minute to completely change Don Calhoun's life. When
a promotion picked him by random
out of the audience at a Chicago Bulls
home game in April, Don must have
been stunned. But when he sank a
basket from the opposite foul line—
more than 20 yards—everyone was
stunned, then erupted into applause.
Don had just become a millionaire!
One minute, one shot, and his life was
changed forever.

Your youth group can have an
experience like this. And many will
find something worth far more than a
million dollars—coming to know
Jesus and his salvation personally. It
all depends on being in the right place
at the right time. Here's the golden
opportunity:
This December over 700 youth
will assemble in the Pocono Mountains for a once-in-a-lifetime event,
YOUthQuest '93: Stepping Beyond.

YOUthQuest '93:

Dec. 27-30,1993
Tamiment Resort
and Conference
Center
Tamiment, Pa.
Featured Speaker: Tim Elmore,
Kingdom Building Ministries
Concert by David Meece
If registered by Nov. 15, 1993
Cost: $190 per person ($215 Canadian)
Includes lodging, meals, tax, and gratuity
Cost after Nov. 15: $200 ($225 Canadian)
Pastors and Youth Leaders Have Received
Registration Information
This denominational event is sponsored by the
General Conference Board for Congregational Life
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Very few things will impact your
youth and youth leaders like this.
With speaker Tim Elmore of Kingdom Building Ministries, musician
David Meece, with a world class
facility in the Tamiment Resort, with
seminars, indoor and outdoor sports,
events, small groups, swimming, fabulous games, food and fun, your
youth are going to experience four
days of life-changing challenge and
interaction. The time to plan is now,
especially as space is limited.
Detailed information has been sent
to youth leaders and pastors, but here
are the basics: YOUthQuest '93: Stepping Beyond, will convene at the
Tamiment resort, Tamiment, Pa., from
Dec. 27-30, 1993. Cost for YOUthQuest '93 is $190 per person ($215
Canada) if registered by November
15,1993. After that date, cost is $200
($225 Canada); these costs include
lodging, meals, taxes, gratuity. Long
distance travelers will have a subsidy
available. Full details are found on the
registration brochures sent to your
leaders. Plan now, and register early,
because YOUthQuest '93 promises to
be a sellout. It's your youth's chance
to have their 'million dollar' experience.

21st Annual

Hymn
Sing
Historic Ringgold
Meetinghouse

Sunday,
Aug. 29, 1993
6:00 p.m.
For more information, call
Avery Zook (717) 264-2580
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Allegheny Conference
Three youth from the Air Hill congregation,
Chambersburg, Pa., participated in summer missions, one each to the Philippines, Indonesia,
and Russia. • On June 5 the Canoe Creek congregation, Hollidaysburg, Pa., honored four
graduates at a banquet. New Light from Messiah
College was in concert June 20. • The senior
highs of the Chambersburg congregation
planned a rafting trip for June 25-27. Bishop
Kipe spoke in the July 11 evening service. • On
June 6 the Fairview Ave. congregation, Waynesboro, Pa., saw the video "Discovering the
Future: The Business of Paradigms," and had an
introduction to the new Bridgebuilders ministry
and assimilation plan. • The Christ's Crusaders
of the Five Forks church, Waynesboro, had a car
wash on June 5. Jack McClane was missions day
speaker on June 13. • The Golden Agers group
of the Hollowell church, Waynesboro, Pa., took
a bus trip to Hershey's Chocolate World, the
Seltzer Bologna plant, the Candy American
Museum, the Sturgis Pretzel Factory, and Shady
Maple Restaurant. "The Creation Sensation" was
the Children's Day program on June 13.
Missions to Spanish-speaking countries was
the topic of A! and Thata Book June 13 at the
Iron Springs church, Fairfield, Pa. • Calvin

Hamblin led revival meetings June 6-8 at the
Martinsburg, Pa., church on the theme "On
Wings of Eagles." A dedication service for the
new addition was June 27. • On June 3 Terry
and Doris Ortman spoke to the Montgomery
church, Mercersburg, Pa., on the New Age
Movement. Average VBS attendance was 210,
nursery to adult. • The musical "My Way or
Yahweh" was presented recently at the Mt.
Rock church, Shippensburg, Pa. • Rick and
Sheryl Gudgeon ministered with puppets,
singing, and Bible stories on June 6 to the children of the South Mountain Chapel congregation, Shippensburg. • Clara Leedom led VBS
June 14-18 for the Springhope church, Schellsburg, Pa. Danny Leister spoke at the June 12
father-son banquet. Twenty-two persons attended.

Atlantic Conference
Puppet Praise led the June 13 Children's Day
service at the Bethel Springs church, Reinholds,
Pa. • "The Boy Who Believed" was presented
June 12 and 13 by the Jr. Choir and youth of the
Cross Roads church, Mount Joy, Pa. The church
received seven new members on June 13. • The
Elizabethtown, Pa., church greeted 17 new
members on June 13. • The Fairland congrega-

tion, Cleona, Pa., honored six graduates in their
June 6 service. • An organ donated to the Fellowship Chapel church by Ruth Harrison was
dedicated in the June 13 service. On June 26 a
parenting seminar was led by Pastor Molina. •
Pictures for a new directory were taken in June
and July at the Free Grace church, Millersburg,
Pa. • The Harrisburg, Pa., church sponsored a
June 12 "Parking Lot Peddlers' Sale" by renting
out space and tables.
The Lancaster, Pa., congregation had two
fellowship activities on June 12: the annual golf
outing, and a bus trip to Baltimore Inner Harbor.
• A farewell lunch for Dan Cloyd, Director of
Youth Ministries, was held June 6 at the Manor
church, Mountville, Pa. The senior high youth
were in Homestead, Fla., June 20-28, rebuilding
after Hurricane Andrew. • The Ministers of
Music gave a June 6 concert of sacred contemporary and traditional music at the Mastersonville, Pa., church. • Lynn Somers and her puppet
friends kicked off the VBS ministry June 13 for
the Montoursville, Pa., church on the theme
"Follow Jesus." The VBS offering went to Keith
and Lori Miller, training for work in Zaire. •
The Mt. Pleasant church, Mount Joy, Pa., had a
father-son banquet June 20 and a June 26 Sunday
school picnic. • The Pequea church, Lancaster,

John Geyer ordained

Curtis Link ordained

An ordination service for John C.
Geyer was held Sunday, May 16, at the
Clear Creek Brethren in Christ Church,
Everett, Pa.
Rev. George Spangler led in Scripture
reading and prayer. Rev. Larry Strouse
delivered the sermon, and Bishop H.
Frank Kipe conducted the ritual of ordination. Joan Peachey sang "I Want to Do
Good for My Master" as the special
music.
A noon meal followed the service in
the church's multi-purpose room.

Rev. Curtis B. Link was ordained to
the Christian ministry on Sunday morning, June 13, at the Morrison Brethren in
Christ Church, Morrison, 111. Rev. Charles
Zimmerman, Archbold, Ohio, preached
the sermon. Rev. Zimmerman was pastor
of the Archbold Evangelical Mennonite
Church which Pastor Curtis attended during his childhood and teenage years. Bishop Glenn Ginder led the ordination rite
and gave the charge to Pastor Link. Others
who assisted in the service were Mike
Zurn, worship leader, and Dorance Calhoun, song leader. Archie Heer, David
Weisel, Eldon Nice, and Andy Calhoun
provided male quartet music.
Pastor Link received a B.A. in English
from Akron University, and a Master of
Divinity in Pastoral Counseling at Ashland Theological Seminary in 1986. He
pastored at Bethel Community Brethren
in Christ Church for four years and has
served at the Morrison church for the past
three years. He currently serves as president of the Morrison Ministerial Council.
Curtis and his wife Jo Ellen (Welty)
are parents of three children: Katie, 9,
Joseph, 8, and Andrew, 5.

Mummert ordination recognized
Ray Mummert was recognized as ordained to the Christian ministry in the
Sunday morning service on June 6, at
Morning Hour Chapel, East Berlin, Pa.
Bishop John B. Hawbaker preached the
sermon and led the ordination rite. Rev.
Mummert was previously ordained in
another fellowship, and his transfer of
ordination has now been approved and
acknowledged by the Brethren in Christ.
Rev. Mummert has served as Pastor of
Morning Hour Chapel for three years. He
is a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary.
Ray and Cindy (pictured above) have
four children: Daniel, 11, Nathanael, 9,
Stephanie, 7, and Timothy, 3.
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Pa., planned a family camping weekend June 46. A film shown the evening of June 6 was "The
Journey . . . Seeking God Through Prayer and
Praise" by Joni Eareckson Tada.
The installation service for Carl Shank was
June 20 at the Refton, Pa., church. Warren Hoffman was speaker. • On June 6 the Silverdale,
Pa., congregation baptized two persons and
received five new members. • The Skyline View
church, Harrisburg, Pa., had a June 6 "Guess
Who's Coming to a Cookout?" • The Souderton, Pa., church has a new organ. VBS was June
28-July 2. • On June 13 Wanita Breckbill shared
about her three years of service as a nurse at
Macha Hospital, Zambia. • The Summit View
congregation, New Holland, Pa., planned to
recontact persons from May 23-June 6 who
responded positively during the "Phones for
You" program. The youth were on retreat June
11-14.

Canadian Conference
On June 6 the Bertie c o n g r e g a t i o n ,
Stevensville, Ont., saw the film "Bamboo in
Winter" about the church in China. • The Boyle
congregation, St. Ann's, Ont., recently celebrated 50 years of Brethren in Christ involvement in
MCC. Speakers were Norm and Marge Warren,
active participants in a variety of MCC programs. The congregation received two new
members on June 13. • A "self-concept" seminar
was hosted June 12-13 by the Falls View congregation, Niagara Falls, Ont., with David and
Joyce Leaman. On June 20 a new baptistry was
dedicated and five persons baptized. • The
installation of Mike Anderson as pastor was June
6 at the Heise Hill church, Gormley, Ont. The
Junior Choir presented "Back to the Creekbank"
on June 13.
The Kindersley, Sask., church had a picnic
at the Gassner farm on June 13. The congregation enjoyed coffee and donuts on the church
lawn on June 20 in honor of all dads. • The
women of the Oak Ridges, Ont., church had a
strawberry dessert night on June 22. On June 27
the church heard from Becky (Fretz) and Tik
Abhaibolacharn, missionaries in Thailand. • The
Orchard Creek church, St. Catharines, Ont.,

CEO opportunity for Prairie View, Inc.,
a private, nonprofit psychiatric hospital and mental health center based in
Newton, Kansas. Established in 1954
by Mennonites and guided by a strong
tradition of Christian caring, Prairie
View provides a continuum of psychiatric services including a 60-bed psychiatric hospital and a partial hospital
on a scenic 70-acre campus at the
edge of Newton. Outpatient offices
are located in Newton, Wichita, Marion, and McPherson. Searching for an
experienced executive with a Masters Degree; experience in healthcare
administration preferred. Submit cover
letter and resume by September 1 to
Search Committee, 316 South Washington, Hillsboro KS 67063. EOE
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recently had a two-part Bible study on "After
Sexual Abuse," provided through MCC. • On
June 27 the Port Colborne, Ont., congregation
saw the film "Dravecky," the story of the Giants
player who lost his arm to cancer. • "Managing
Your Finances in Stressful Times" was the seminar given June 20 by Bob Leadley at the Ridgemount, Ont., church. • Pastor Main's topic on
June 13 at the Rosebank church, Petersburg,
Ont., was "Getting Beyond a Nod of the Head—
Making Guests Feel Welcome."
"Get on Board Children" was presented June
5 and 6 at the Sherkston, Ont., church. June was
senior citizens month, with seniors featured in
the June 13 service. • The Springvale, Ont.,
congregation had a missions emphasis June 26
and 27 with speakers Pat Hannigan and Jack and
Judy McClane. • The Stayner, Ont., church has
decided to forego the first Sunday evening service each month to allow members to have
friends and neighbors into their homes. • Pastor
Sider, Upper Oaks Community Church,
Oakville, Ont., began a sermon series June 27
called "What's God Like?" • On June 12 members of the Westheights church, Kitchener, Ont.,
participated in the "March for Jesus" rally sponsored by area churches. Approximately 3,000
people were involved locally.

Central Conference
The Amherst congregation, Massillon, Ohio,
celebrated the beginning of the Wooster church
planting with a July 11 cookout for the John
Weaver pastoral family. John will be interning at
the Amherst church, working with outreach and
evangelism. • On June 2 the Beulah Chapel
congregation, Springfield, Ohio, heard Tom
Elliot speak on pornography. Missionaries to
Russia, Don and Edith Lance, spoke June 9. •
The Carland-Zion church, Owosso, Mich., had
a consecration service June 9 for David Stanton
who went to Australia with AIM Ministries. •
On June 6 the Christian Union church, Garrett,
Ind., had a farewell potluck for Pastor Garland
and Virginia Whittington, leaving for ministry at
Navajo Mission.
The Dwane Weaver family was present at
the Fairview church, Englewood, Ohio, on June
4-6. Dwane gave personal testimony and sessions on "What Forgiveness Is" and "When You
Blow It in Life." • Stephanie Whiting from the
Lakeview congregation, Goodrich, Mich., is
spending the summer with Teen Missions Int'l,
traveling across England on a canal boat. • On
June 6 the Nappanee, Ind., congregation hosted
Dave Nutting of Alpha Omega Institute who
spoke on evolution and creation. Monique Tule
shared in the June 13 services. Jesse and Wilma
Hochstetler were honored June 20 for 50 years of

marriage with a reception hosted by their children. • On June 22 the women of the Northgate
church, Tipp City, Ohio, learned how to make
covered photo albums. A garage sale was
planned for June 24.
The youth of the Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congregation went on a trip June 28-July 1 to Chicago to work at a school for Hispanic children. •
The June 21-24 VBS of the Sippo Valley
church, Massillon, Ohio, was begun with a picnic on June 20. The VBS attained its goal of 50
children on the third day. Food was donated for
the Canton Open Door ministry. • The Union
Grove congregation, New Paris, Ind., had a
father-son banquet June 19. The church viewed
the film "Hope for the Family" from Worldwide
Pictures on July 18.

Midwest Conference
The Abilene, Kan., church hosted the meetings of all of the Midwest Regional Conference
boards on July 30-31. • The Mound Park congregation, Dallas Center, Iowa, had a garage sale
June 26. On Aug. 5 the Penview Institute Male
Quartet ministered in music and testimony. •
Jodie Munson, member of the Oklahoma City,
Okla., church went on a youth trip to Navajo
Mission on June 9-23. • The Rosebank church,
Hope, Kan., recently viewed the Gary Smalley
series "Hidden Keys to Loving Relationships," •
The Zion congregation, Abilene, began viewing the Dobson "Children at Risk" videos on
June 13.

Pacific Conference
A mobile building donated by Pomona First
Federal Bank was set on the property of the Alta
Loma, Calif., church in June. The film "A Man
Called Norman" was shown recently in conjunction with an old-fashioned ice cream social.
• Ventriloquist Gail Wenos was featured at the
VBS closing program June 25 of the Chino,
Calif., church. The co-director of MCC work in
Africa spoke in the June 13 evening service. •
"The Marks of a Christian" was Bishop Cober's
message June 20 to the Moreno congregation,
Moreno Valley, Calif. • Harvey Sider spoke
June 20 at the Ontario, Calif., church. On June
10 Barbara Braff shared tips on home decorating
at the women's dessert meeting. • George and
Mina Williams, charter members since 1950 of

Errata Sheet Available
An errata sheet noting several
errors in Doyle C. Book's The
Threshold Is High is available
without cost from Evangel Publishing House, P.O. Box 189,
Nappanee, IN 46550. Phone tollfree (800) 253-9315.

the Pacific Highway church, Salem, Ore., celebrated 50 years of marriage on June 7. George is
a deacon and Mina a pianist at the church. They
have four children and eight grandchildren. •
The Upland, Calif., church hosted a men and
boys' fellowship barbecue on June 14 with entertainment by musician-comedian Paul Aldrich. •
Evangelical
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John Davidson of Youth With a Mission spoke
June 13 to the Walnut Valley, congregation,
Walnut, Calif.

Southeast Conference
Missionaries Paul and Audry Eberhard,
enroute to Honduras, spoke June 27 to the Holden Park congregation, Orlando, Fla. • The Knifley, Ky., congregation had a June 12 Kid's Club
yard and bake sale for the Malawi missions project. The church bulletin each week is featuring
"Jubilee Trivia" questions in anticipation of their
fall 50-year anniversary celebration. • The
Millerfield's church, Columbia, Ky., had an auction June 25 to earn money for a parsonage addition. Tim Lewis was speaker at the June 19
father-son banquet.

Susquehanna Conference
Rev. John Keefer, graduate of Hobe Sound
Bible Institute, was installed as pastor of the Big
Valley church, Belleville, Pa., on June 3. Bishop
Hawbaker preached the sermon and conducted
the service. • Film night, June 11, at the Carlisle,
Pa., church featured "Guess Who's Coming to
America." A team went to Greenville, S.C., July
17-24 to work with Habitat for Humanity. • The
Cedar Grove church, Mifflintown, Pa., has summer worship teams—small groups of musicians
who lead worship on Sunday mornings. Two
persons were baptized on June 13, and nine
members welcomed on June 20. • The theme of
the June 14-18 VBS of the Cedar Heights congregation, Mill Hall, Pa., was "Celebration
Park—Proclaiming Jesus Throughout the Year."
• The Cumberland Valley congregation, Dillsburg, Pa., hosted a "Marriage Plus" seminar June
4-6, and a Kid's Krusade June 27-30.
Jeff Dunlevy and Skip Bowen were speaker
and singer at the June 19 men's banquet of the
Fairview church, Reesers Summit, Pa. Average
attendance at VBS was 75. • Bishop Hawbaker
visited the Faith congregation, Baltimore, Md.,
on June 20. A Sunday school picnic was held
June 26. • The building committee of the
Grantham, Pa., church has contracted with
architect Jack Althouse to develop plans for
expansion preliminary to approval for building.
• The Hanover, Pa., church had a June 19
father-son cookout. • The Jemison Valley congregation, Westfield, Pa., recently welcomed
three new members. The youth sponsored a June
20 pancake breakfast.
June 13 was Youth Day at the Marsh Creek
church, Howard, Pa., with youth planning the
services and having a special dinner. • Pastor
Hepner and family of the Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
congregation left June 15 for Fuller Seminary
in California for the summer. • The Singing Men
gave a concert June 13 at the Messiah Village
church, Mechanicsburg. • The Redland Valley
church, York Haven, Pa., had its annual chicken
barbecue on June 5. Paul and Audry Eberhard
spoke on missionary Sunday, June 6. • The
Agape Puppeteers brought the June 20 morning
service to the Roseglen church, Duncannon, Pa.
An ice cream social was enjoyed in the evening.
• The women of the Wesley congregation, Mt.
Holly Springs, Pa., held a mother-daughter banquet June 8 at Hoss' Restaurant. Kim Batdorf
was speaker.

E.V. Timelines
100 Years Ago
Aug. 1, 1893 issue—In "A Visit to Oklahoma Territory" by David
Book Sr.: "I took the train at Ramona [Kan.] for Herington, where I
laid over until morning when I took passage for the above named
place, to visit the brethren and sisters and friends there. We passed
along quietly, looking at the works of the Creator, and sometimes taking a glance at the passengers of the train, who, it was evident, represented at least three or four different denominations. I had a conversation with a Baptist minister, to some satisfaction, concerning the
future. In front of us was seated an officer and his family who were
on their way south. They belonged to the Salvation Army. My Baptist friend made this remark: 'I don't like to see people advertise
their religion by putting on a sign.' I tried to show him the advantage
of the sign on the professor of religion, if he possesses it in the heart,
so that none be deceived. I held up to him the soldier of the army who
has his uniform on and is known wherever seen. Thus I think it
should be with the Christian: he should be known wherever seen.
Brethren, don't be afraid to put on the outward sign if you have the
love of God in the heart; but don't make an outward show if you are
not willing to follow Jesus.... At our stop for the night we got up a
fire and made some boiling water. My supper consisted of a cup of hot
water, sugar and crackers. . . . The brethren and sisters of Oklahoma
ask the prayers of all that they may live lives consistent with the Word
of God. My request to all who wish to correspond with them is that,
if you wish an answer, do not forget to enclose a stamped envelope
in your letter, for they are not living with the conveniences of life as
you are, and many little things are needed by them."

75 Years Ago
Aug. 26, 1918 issue—In a report from the Jabbok Faith Orphanage
(Okla.): "We are glad to report victory in our soul, but not without
tests. The outlook for garden and crops in the spring was very good.
We had a nice garden until dry weather came. . . . Wheat crop was
short on account of the drouth. Corn crop is burnt entirely.... We had
a chance to buy a truck.... The matter was taken up at General Conference and the request to get the car was granted. The car was
bought for $900. A body with top was put on the car so that all the
family can ride in... ."

50 Years Ago
Aug. 2, 1943 issue—Anna Steckley, missionary to India, describes
her journey to the U.S. for furlough: "Such an undertaking in wartime
when there were not as heretofore ships for civilians, and warships did
not care to take upon them this added responsibility, seemed too
hard for me
In April I received a telegram from the American Express Company, stating that passage was available. . . The voyage
across the dangerous waters in wartime will ever remain the most unforgettable. The ship was a Naval warship of the transport class. . ..
It is necessary for me to use discretion in describing the experiences
during those days which were for the most part spent in the South
Seas.... Many were nervous at the thought of passing through . . . the
South Pacific war zone. . . . I was not afraid once, because He was
with me and I often found myself singing, 'On land or sea what matters where, Where Jesus is 'tis heaven there.'"
continued on page 25
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For The Record
Births
Beckner: Olivia Grace, June 1; Jim and Patti
(Brechbill) Beckner, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Bishop: Megan Elizabeth, June 10; Eric and
JoAnn Bishop, Five Forks congregation, Pa.
Charles: Jackson Christopher, Jan. 27; Seth
and Carta (Meyer) Charles, Nappanee congregation, Ind.
Condon: Megan Elizabeth, May 27; Tim and
Sharon Condon, Mechanicsburg congregation,
Pa.
Dalton: Jesse David, June 11; Woody and
Kim Dalton, Harrisburg congregation, Pa.

\/\fyneijflutters

Can we
rebuild
the
wall?
by W. Edward Rickman

Cooperative Ministries
Receipts—Year to Date
January 1 - June 30,1993
1993
Proportionate 1.009.039
Congregational 991,804
Individual
17,235

1992
954.231
935,345
18,886

Designated and
Direct Giving 249.585
Congregational 148,743
Individual
100,842

230.268
150,799
79,469

Total to Date

1.258.624 1.184.499

Total Budget
4.210.537 4.142.279
Received to Date 29.8%
28.6%
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Davenport: Cara Rebecca, June 21; J.
Christopher and Beth (Lenhert) Davenport, Fellowship Chapel congregation, N.Y.
Empson: Danelle Nicole, June 16; Mark and
Diane Empson, Jemison Valley congregation,
Pa.
Erisman: Ellen Marie, June 9; David and
Carrie (Bierer) Erisman, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Eyster: Bryant Duncan, May 22; Doug and
Teresa Eyster, Bethany congregation, Okla.
Felix: Zachary James, May 30; Robert and
Susan (Zook) Felix, Grantham congregation, Pa.
Fodor: Cory Andrew, May 6; Jonathan and
Cindy Fodor, Manheim congregation, Pa.
Group: Kathryn Nicole, June 4; Dave and
Lori (Diller) Group, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Helmer: Cody, May 31; Wayde and Heidi

Every day seems to bring fresh
news of some frightening trends in the
moral decline and deterioration of values in the North American culture and
even around the world. Perhaps no
time in history has experienced a more
rapid reversal of basic spiritual values.
Just a few short years ago, evangelicals were thrust into the spotlight
because of growth and claims of
ascending adherence to basic evangelical values. Now we suddenly discover that we are still in the spotlight
but with a totally different focus.
Christians or anyone else who holds to
basic fundamental values are suddenly suspect, bigoted, uneducated, uncultured, etc., etc.
In reality, statistics show that actual adherence to the Christian faith and
basic values has not really changed
dramatically. The change is the popular perception which has gained favor
in the media.
Now, perhaps this is not all bad.
Perhaps this is the wake-up call to the
church that our task is not done—not
even close to being completed. God
perhaps is giving us a new glimpse of
the opportunities before us to declare
the absolute truth of the gospel of
Jesus Christ. History shows that Christians have always made the greatest
strides in times of difficulty, opposition, and persecution.
The positive side of the developing spiritual and moral climate is that
people are now openly declaring their

(Van Den Hurk) Helmer, Stayner congregation,
Ont.
Hixson: Samuel Austin, June 8; Rich and
Becky (Gibson) Hixson, Oklahoma City congregation, Okla.
Horton: Adam Spencer, May 27; Scott and
Ella (Frey) Horton, Zion congregation, Kan.
Kaufman: Robert Blaine, June 2; Rob and
Tare Kaufman, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Kreider: Blake Andrew, Mar. 8; Franklin
m and Lori (Ginder) Kreider, Manheim congregation, Pa.
Leister: Sean Thomas, June 8; Tommy and
Carta (Boors) Leister, Springhope congregation,
Pa.
Mayer: Caleb Edward, June 9; Keith and
Susan (Shellenberger) Mayer, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.

search for answers in the following
ways:
1. In the quest for "meaning" in life
2. In the expressions of fear of
many things including diseases
3. In the uncertainty of economic
well-being
4. In the fear of an increasingly violent environment
5. In the deafening cry for someone
to take care of "me"
6. In the deepening fear of the
future
We, God's people, have answers to
all of these concerns! Can we rise to
the challenge?
I have, in view of these concerns,
been drawn back to the book of Nehemiah. God's people had suffered some
severe defeats and gravely serious
opposition. They were at a very low
point when God spoke to Nehemiah
about the plight of his own people.
The wall of Jerusalem had been
burned and destroyed which left the
Israelites both vulnerable and disgraced. Nehemiah's response was: "I
sat down and wept. For some days I
mourned and fasted and prayed before
the God of heaven" (Neh. 1:4). As a
result of his prayer, God gave Nehemiah the vision of rebuilding the wall.
In spite of his position as cupbearer to King Artaxerxes (not known for
his godliness), Nehemiah made plans
and even gained the King's assistance
to begin what was an almost impossible task. It was a task of restoring the
security and the spiritual testimony
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Miller: Chad Alan, June 27; Mark and Angie
(Zeis) Miller, Antrim congregation, Pa.
Painter: Jordan Matthew, May 17; David
and Lori (Good) Painter, Manheim congregation, Pa.
Peters: Janelle Renee, Feb. 22; Gerald and
Barbara Peters, Manheim congregation, Pa.
Puterbaugh: Kara Sue, May 2; Jerry and
Sharon (Dohner) Puterbaugh, Fairview congregation, Ohio.
Ream: Morgan Paige, May 7; Scott and
Tammy (Hoak) Ream, Manor congregation, Pa.
Roberts: Portia Breanne, June 13; Allen and
Melinda (Blankenship) Roberts, Millerfield's
congregation, Ky.
Rodgers: Brandon Michael, Apr. 5; Mike
and Trish Rodgers, Montgomery congregation,
Pa.
Seitz: Jessica Suzanne, June 15; Steve and

that God's people were "set apart" by
this visible wall.
Oh, what opposition! It was a monumental task of improbable proportions! But God had called and Nehemiah was faithful.
The first thing he did was to survey
the situation. Then Nehemiah began to
enlist people, one at a time, family by
family, and group by group, to begin to
repair their particular section of the
wall. These individuals, families, and
groups began to take responsibility in
their "sphere of influence" and in their
geographical location to do their part in
rebuilding the whole wall.
In Nehemiah 4:6, he reports: "So
we rebuilt the wall till all of it reached
half its height, for the people worked
with all their heart." Here was the
secret of success—the people had a
mind to work. They caught the vision,
overcame the opposition, and fulfilled
the task.
There are some further secrets to
their success in Nehemiah 4. It was at
the point of being half finished that the
opposition grew more intense, especially the verbal opposition and abuse.
But they continued on with these disciplines in their lives:
1. They had a mind to work (v. 6).
2. They had a heart to pray (v. 9).
3. They had an eye to watch (v. 9).
4. They had an ear to hear (v. 20).
5. They had a God to help (v. 20).
(I encourage you to read Nehemiah
4. It is a beautiful expression of the
all-inclusive nature of stewardship.)
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E.V. Timelines . . .
25 Years Ago
Aug. 26, 1968 issue—Harvey R. Sider reports: "In spite of increasing pressure by the growing Jan Sangh political party of extreme Hindus, the church in India continues to grow numerically.... Under the
continued blessing of the Lord at the current rate, we need to consider
a minimum of two new church buildings annually over the next ten
years."

10 Years Ago
Aug. 1983 issue—Featured articles: "Promises to Keep" by Ruth
Dourte; "Caring for Your Aging Parents" by Dorothy Gish; "Ministering to the Person with Homosexual Conflict" by Enos Martin.

This is not a time for discouragement in the Brethren in Christ Church!
This is not a time for retrenchment of
our ministries! This is not a time for
reacting in fear!
This is a time for "rebuilding the
wall." We must, as a united church,
take full advantage of all the opportunities before us in this our day. We,
too, still have "a God tofightfor us" if
we put ourselves into the task of rebuilding the broken spiritual walls
around us.
One of the most encouraging
reports I have seen this year is as follows:
"Despite a 'sluggish economic
recovery' and 'uncertain economic
times,' Americans are giving more to
charity, reports the American Association of Fund-Raising Council Trust for
Philanthropy in New York. Americans
gave 2.01 percent of their personal
incomes to charity in 1992, the most
since 1971. Overall donations to nonprofits totaled $124.31 billion, 2.3 per
cent higher than in 1991 after adjustments for inflation. Almost $110 billion came from individuals (living and
by bequest, accounting for 88 cents of
every charity dollar), $8.33 billion
from foundations (up 3.8 per cent, with
asset growth over 14 per cent), and $6
billion from corporations (down 3.8
per cent).
... Religious groups benefited most,
with donations of $56.7 billion (up 1.2
per cent after inflation), accounting for
45.6 per cent of all contributions.

Despite some overlap with religious
donations, education received $14 billion, health $10.2 billion, human services $11.57 billion, arts/culture/
humanities $9.3 billion, social improvement $5 billion, animals and
environment $3.1 billion, and international affairs $1.7 billion. Since the
survey began in 1959, increases have
been steady, with the exception of
1990, acknowledged as thefirstyear of
the recession." (National & International Religion Report)
This is an indication that many,
many people are still committed to the
Great Commission. In spite of economic concern, people are learning the
joy and the benefits of giving.
Can we rebuild the wall?
It is my prayer that we, the Brethren
in Christ, will catch the spirit of joy in
giving ourselves and our resources to
accomplish the task God has given us
in 1993. During the last four months of
this year, let us renew our vision, restore our confidence, increase our
commitment, rededicate our resources,
and work to the glory and honor of the
God who has called us to "rebuild the
wall" for all the world to see his faithfulness.
We can do i t . . . if / do my part!

W. Edward Rickman is Director of
Stewardship (U.S.A.)
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Sterns begin MCC assignments
Evangeline ("Vange") and Hubert Stern, of N e w b u r g , Pa.,
began two-year M C C assignments in July in Akron, Pa. Hubert
will be working as shipping supervisor and Vange as a returns
assistant for S E L F H E L P Crafts of the World.
Hubert received a bachelor's degree from Messiah College in
Grantham, Pa., and a master's degree in elementary education
from Shippensburg (Pa.) University. Vange received a master's of
education degree in reading from Shippensburg University.
Hubert w a s last employed as a warehouse supervisor in Chambersburg, Pa. Vange taught remedial reading in Shippensburg.
T h e Sterns are members of Carlisle (Pa.) Brethren in Christ
Church. Their children are David and Nita Loomis, Lane and
Winnie Stern, Lewie and Vicki Stern and Neil Stern.

Paige (Pierce) Seitz, Nappanee congregation,
Ind.
Sgrignoli: Joseph Scott, May 30; Robby and
Paula (Ernest) Sgrignoli, Cumberland Valley
congregation, Pa.
Smith: Shyanne Daphanie, June 9; Todd and
Sharon (Besecker) Smith, Five Forks congregation, Pa.
Steager: Aaron Luke, June 15; Dwayne and
Shari (Sides) Steager, Pequea congregation, Pa.
Stern: Emily Elizabeth, June 14; Jeff and
Elaine Stern, Hanover congregation, Pa.
Stevenson: Lisa Rachel, May 14; Mark and
Valerie Stevenson, Upper Oaks congregation,
Ont.
Wilson: Lynneah Patricia, May 13; Brett and
Tammy (Engdahl) Wilson, Montoursville congregation, Pa.
Zimmerman: Jesse Ryan, June 1; Gary and
Julie (Shenk) Zimmerman, Manheim congregation, Pa.
Zweiacher: Holly Nicole, Sept. 8, 1992;
Brian and Terry Zweiacher, Grantham congregation, Pa.

Weddings
Armstrong - Swartz: Lynnetta Jo, daughter
of Kenneth and Pearl Swartz, Mifflintown, Pa.,
and Kevin Jay, son of Jay and Doris Armstrong,
Port Royal, Pa., May 29, at Cedar Grove Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. William Jones
officiating.
Asbury - Paul: Kerry, son of Ken and Mary
Ann Paul, Sellersville, Pa., and Gerald Robert Jr.,
son of Gerald and Vicki Asbury, Spinnerstown,
Pa., June 12, at Souderton Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Kevin Ryan officiating.
Badorf - Armstrong: Audrey Jean Armstrong, daughter of Carol and Charles Bleacher
and the late Steven Armstrong, Conestoga, Pa.,
and Wayne Scott, son of Rodney and Beverley

Correspondents: Please make
sure you fill out the forms provided for births, weddings, and
obituaries when submitting news.
(Do not submit newspaper clippings for obituaries.)
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Badorf, Ephrata, Pa., June 26, at Manor Brethren
in Christ Church with Rev. Robert L. Sheetz
officiating.
Baker - Walter: Annette Crystal, daughter
of Robert and Alma Walter, Chambersburg, Pa.,
and Eric Jason Baker, May 22, at Ml. Rock
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Roger N.
Witter officiating.
Barber - Hoover: Joann Hoover, daughter of
Donald and Rosella Hoover, Jamestown, Tenn.,
and Keith K., son of Dale and Joanna Barber,
Columbia, Ky., May 8, at Bloomington Chapel
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Timothy
Lewis officiating.
Climenhaga - Ressler: Vema Mae Ressler,
Elizabethtown, Pa., and David E. Climenhaga,
Mechanicsburg, Pa., May 28, at Conoy Brethren
in Christ Church with Rev. Marlin K. Ressler
and Rev. Daryl Climenhaga officiating.
Denommee - Hayes: Catherine Hayes and
Roger Denommee, May 22, at Falls View Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Greg Deardorff
officiating.
Doolittle - Teal: Dana Nicole, daughter of
Gary and Shirley Teal, Hagersville, Ont., and
Frederick Alvin, son of Daniel and Linda Doolittle, Brantford, Ont., May 29, at Springvale Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Richard Silvestro
and Rev. Daniel Doolittle officiating.
Ferrell - Steffee: Melissa Joy, daughter of
Larry and Reta Steffee, Smithville, Tenn., and
Christopher Derrick, son of Jewell Brown Ferrell
and Sarah Opal Atnip, Smithville, June 19, at
Pomeroy Chapel Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Larry Steffee officiating.
Glick - Sell: Doris Ann Sell, daughter of
Earl and Marian Neff, Quarryville, Pa., and Gary
Dale, son of Benjamin and Catherine Glick,
Mountville, Pa., June 19, at Manor Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Robert Sheetz and Rev.
David Shenk officiating.
Hade - Moffitt: Jennifer Jean, daughter of
Robert and Carolyn Moffitt, St. Thomas, Pa.,
and Wayne Eugene, son of Max and Darlene
Hade, Waynesboro, Pa., June 12, at Antrim
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Wilbur W.
Benner and Rev. Steven D. Munger officiating.
Hissong - Hartman: Becky Jo, daughter of
Larry and Susan Hartman, Chambersburg, Pa.,
and Brian Jay, son of Marvin and Linda Hissong,
Lemasters, Pa., May 15, at Antrim Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Joe Baer and Rev.
Steven D. Munger officiating.

Hulett - Vanden Boogaard: Mary Catherine, daughter of Cornells Vanden Boogaard,
Dunnville, Ont., and Joanne Koabel, Ridgeway,
Ont., and Mark Edward, son of Dwayne and
Naomi Hulett, Baltimore, Md., May 29, at Falls
View Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Dwayne Hulett officiating.
Hyer - Renshaw: Sara, daughter of Martin
and Wanda Renshaw, Perkasie, Pa., and Bradley,
son of Jim and Elsie Hyer, Souderton, Pa., June
19, at Peace-Tohickon Lutheran Church with
Rev. W. Dean Bickel and Rev. Kevin Ryan officiating.
Monn - Stewart: Ruth Stewart, Shippensburg, Pa., and Curtis "Bill" Monn, Shippensburg, May 29, at Five Forks Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Wilbur Besecker officiating.
R e n n i n g e r - E d m o n d s : Joy Louise
Edmonds, daughter of Howard and Barbara
Hiester, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and David Carl,
son of Melvin and Phyllis Renninger, June 5, at
Cedar Grove Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Ken Letner officiating.
Rue - Melski: Sandra Melski and Paul Rue,
May 22, at Mt. Rock Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Lloyd T. Zimmerman officiating.
Soles - Allison: Faithe Jolene, daughter of
Pauline and the late Dale Allison, Mifflintown,
Pa., and Dwight Arthur, son of Fred and Dolores
Soles, Mifflintown, June 19, at Cedar Grove
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Ken Letner
and Bishop John Hawbaker officiating.
Stinson - Martin: Luann Michelle, daughter
of Ralph and Elizabeth Martin, Mercersburg,
Pa., and Donavan Dale, son of James and Patricia Stinson, Greencastle, Pa., May 22, at Antrim
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Steven D.
Munger and Rev. Raymond Martin officiating.
Thomson - Eshleman: Renita Kay, daughter
of Charles and Vernice Eshleman, Chambersburg, Pa., and Adam Edward, son of James
Thomson, Marie Connolly, and Barry and Ann
Kahan, Wilmington, Del., May 15, at Thomson
Chapel of Wilson College, with Rev. Steven D.
Munger officiating.
Thornton - Miller: Cheryl Anne, daughter
of Anne Miller, Hamilton, Ont., and Gary Bruce,
son of Kay and Gary Thornton, Campellville,
Ont., May 29, at Carlisle United Church with
Rev. Craig Sider officiating.
Toro - Carr: Cherri Marie, daughter of Nelson and Anna Carr, Harrisburg, Pa., and Johnny
Richard, son of Richard and Agripina Toro, Harrisburg, Apr. 3, at Skyline View Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Luke L. Keefer Jr. officiating.
Williams - Freeman: Kimberly, daughter of
Clarence and Bea Freeman, Waynesboro, Pa.,
and James Williams, Waynesboro, June 5 at Five
Forks Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Ray
Kipe officiating.

Obituaries
Alleman: Vada R. Alleman, born Feb. 16,
1918, daughter of Ruben Cleveland and Lottie
Mentzer Gutshall, died May 10. Preceding her in
death were her husband, Elmo Alleman; and two
brothers. Surviving are a daughter, Mary L.
Allen; 5 sons, Jesse C , Ray A., Carl L., Charles
E., and Earnest J.; 17 grandchildren; 5 greatEvangelical
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grandchildren; 4 sisters, Mary Michael, Esther
Herr, Edith Redcay, and Vera Rice; and a brother, Mark Gutshall. She and her husband operated Alleman's Custom Kitchens for 32 years. She
received many awards for her desserts and crocheting. Vada was a member of the Chambersburg congregation, Pa., where the funeral was
held with Rev. Doug Kelchner and Rev. Kevin
Witter officiating. Interment was in Air Hill
Cemetery.
Brownie: Grace Bowers Brownie, born Feb.
11, 1908, in Hope, Kan., died June 15. Surviving
are a sister, Miriam Bowers, and many nieces
and nephews. She had in past years attended the
Upland congregation, Calif., where a memorial
service was held with Rev. Walter Winger and
Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder officiating.
Frey: Beth L. Frey, born Feb. 13, 1919, at
Mtshabezi Mission, Zimbabwe, daughter of Walter 0 . and Abbie Winger, died May 29. Preceding her in death was a brother, Bert Winger. Surviving are a son, Eric W.; three daughters, Laureen G. Ginder; Mary E.; and Heather F. Heagy;
three grandchildren; two brothers, Mark L. and
Paul J. Winger; two sisters, Elmo G. Winger and
Ruth W. Smith. Beth was instrumental in the
founding of Paxton Street Home. She taught at
Messiah Academy and Messiah College, and
served as a board member of Messiah Village.
She was a member of the Grantham church, Pa.
Funeral services were held at the Messiah Village chapel with Rev. J. Robert Lehman and
Rev. Martha Lady officiating, and at the Manor
church with Bishop John Hawbaker and Rev.
Robert Ives officiating. Interment was in
Creswell Cemetery.
Frey: Glenn C. Frey, born May 9, 1919, son
of Armor and Mary Frey, died May 29. Preceding him in death were two sisters, Pauline Frey
and Lillian Lehman; and a brother, Jay. Surviving are a son, Eric; three daughters, Laureen G.
Ginder, Mary E., and Heather F. Heagy; three
grandchildren; two brothers, Emerson C. and
Charles F.; and a sister, Eunice C. Steinbrecker.
He and his wife Beth served for 25 years under
Brethren in Christ missions in Zimbabwe. He
was a former associate pastor of the Manor
church, and pastor at Speedwell Heights. He was
among the founders of the Paxton Street Home
and served as pastor there for three years. He
was a member and deacon of the Grantham congregation. Funeral services were held at Messiah
Village with Rev. J. Robert Lehman and Rev.
Martha Lady officiating, and at the Manor
church with Bishop John Hawbaker and Rev.
Robert Ives officiating. Interment was in
Creswell Cemetery.
Tribute
We thank God for the long and fruitful ministries of Glenn and Beth Frey. While it was
Glenn who was an ordained minister, since he
and Beth served together and died together, this
tribute will speak of both of them.
Glenn was a man with a heart for God. He
had a gentle spirit and tender heart. He, like the
Apostle Paul, sought always to keep his conscience clear before God and mankind. In Zimbabwe he served as mission pastor, mission
superintendent, school supervisor and farm
supervisor. In the United States he served as pastor, associate pastor, teacher, and minister of visitation. Everywhere he went, he, like Barnabas,
encouraged others.
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Dr. Dino Pedrone (left), chairman of the East Coast Bible
Forum, presents Rev. Charlie
Byers with a plaque honoring his
many years of ministry with the
Gospel Tide Hour, which began
on WCHA in Chambersburg in
1946. An April 14 proclamation
by the mayor of Chambersburg
read in part, "Rev. Charlie
Byers, from his hundreds of
revivals and his ministering at
the Chambersburg Brethren in
Christ Church, went on to reach
millions of souls throughout the
world over the air waves with the
Gospel Tide Hour."

Beth Winger Frey was a woman of grace and
dignity. She was always interested in people and
their well-being, both physical and spiritual. She
was gifted in public speaking. She excelled in the
grace of hospitality. She was a person of compassion, reaching out to help people in need.
We all rejoiced to see how Glenn and Beth
complemented each other in ministry, each
affirming and bringing out the best in the other,
and each deferring to the other. Their role at
Paxton Street Home, first in helping to found
the home and then in their shared supervision of
the home, is but one example of their joint ministry.
Glenn and Beth loved the same things: God,
prayer, people, missions, and Africa. They
shared a deep concern for the Spirit-filled life
and for revival in our day. Seldom do you see
such unity of heart and ministry as we have seen
in Glenn and Beth Frey. They were together in
marriage, together in service, together in death,
and now, together in the presence of the Lord.
John B. Hawbaker, Bishop
Susquehanna Conference
Mantle: Clara Rosie May Winger, bom Mar.
29, 1907, in Stouffville, Ont., daughter of Eli
and Emma Teal Mantle, died May 2. Preceding
her in death was her husband Samuel Winger.
Surviving are 6 sons, Floyd, David, Bruce, Murray, Keith, and Paul; 24 grandchildren; and 30
great-grandchildren. She was a member of the
Heise Hill congregation, Ont., where the funeral
was held with Rev. Isaac Flagg and Rev. Darrell
Winger officiating. Interment was in Baker
Cober Cemetery.
Sarles: Jack Nelson Sarles, born May 29,
1933, son of Nelson and Helen Bird Sarles, died
June 14. Surviving are his wife, Lorna; a daughter, Libby; and three brothers, Ross, Ray, and
David. He was a long-time employee of Ontario
Hydro, and served the Falls View congregation,
Ont., as trustee, treasurer, board member, and
Boy's Club leader. The funeral was at the church
with Rev. Greg Deardorff officiating. Interment
was in Lundy's Lane Cemetery.
Seburn: Alfred T. Seburn, born Nov. 1,
1926, in Millstone, Pa., died June 17. Surviving
are his wife, Helen, and two sons, Gary and Donald. He was retired from Grove Worldwide, and
a member of the Antrim congregation, Pa.,

where the funeral was held with Rev. Wilbur W.
Benner, Rev. Joe Baer, and Rev. Raymond Martin officiating. Interment was in Fairview Cemetery.
Shertzer: James D. Shertzer, born Mar. 18,
1944, son of Rohrer L. and the late Louise Douple Shertzer, died May 22. Surviving are his
wife, Audrey (Myer); four children, Michael,
Matthew, Karen Diffenderfer, and Kathy; three
grandchildren; a brother, Eugene R.; and a sister,
Mary Louise Grove. James served five years as
deacon of the Cedar Grove church, Pa., and was
on the church board. The funeral was held at the
church with Rev. Ken Letner officiating. Interment was in the Cedar Grove cemetery.
Tarnawsky: Nicholas Tarnawsky, born Aug.
3, 1910, in Polove, Ukraine, son of Michael and
Anna Tarnawsky, died May 1. Preceding him in
death were a brother, Alex; and a sister, Misha.
Surviving are his wife, Joan; 2 sons, Michael
and Malcolm; 3 daughters, Rosalyn Thompson,
Susan Bearss, and Julie Climenhaga; and 13
grandchildren. He attended the Falls View congregation, Ont., where the funeral was held with
Rev. Greg Deardorff and Rev. Ross Nigh officiating. Interment was in Lundy's Lane Cemetery.
Thrush: Lynda Thrush, born Feb. 19, 1947,
died Feb. 5. Surviving are her husband, Irwin
Thrush Sr.; a daughter, Tondea; two sons, Eric
and Irvin Jr.; and two grandchildren. She was a
member of the Willing Workers Class of the Mt.
Rock church. The funeral was held at the church
with Rev. Lloyd T. Zimmerman officiating.
Interment was in Parklawns Memorial Gardens.
Turner: George Turner, bom Oct. 20, 1932,
in Kitchener, Ont., died June 9. Preceding him in
death were two brothers, Robert and James, and
a granddaughter, Elsa. Surviving are his wife,
Annie; two sons, David and Dan; two daughters, Nancy Bulpit and Patti Schmid; seven
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; a
brother, William; and three sisters, Irene Shea,
Margaret Schuster, and Betty Emlinger. George
and his wife were members of the Westheights
church, Ont., where they often were found washing dishes after fellowship meals, and served
together as babysitters for the "young moms"
group. The funeral was held at the Westheights
church with Rev. Michael Hannigan officiating.
Interment was in Memory Gardens.
•
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MESSIAH
COLLEGE
PRESIDENT
The Board of Trustees of Messiah
College announces the opening of the
position of president to replace Dr. D.
Ray Hostetter who will retire June 30,
1994, after 30 years in the presidency.
Messiah College is a Christian liberal arts college in covenant with the
Brethren in Christ Church with its
Anabaptist and pietist theology. Over
the past decade, the main campus in
Grantham, Pennsylvania, has grown
to 2,250 students, 140 teaching faculty, and more than 50 majors in liberal
and professional studies. Multicultural
learning opportunities are offered
through an urban campus in Philadelphia and a sister college in Nairobi,
Kenya.
Priorities for the selection of the
new president center on demonstrated effectiveness in educational and
spiritual leadership. As an educational leader, the president is expected to
envision the future for Messiah
through strategic planning initiatives,
sharpen its focus and manage its
resources as a Christian liberal arts
college dedicated to academic excellence, and communicate its distinctives on and off campus. As a spiritual leader, the president is expected to
model the open and accessible style
of a servant-leader, witness to personal faith in Jesus Christ, and nurture
spiritual life on campus.
The successful candidate will be
committed to the historic and educational distinctives of Messiah: the integration of faith and learning, the importance of the individual, and disciplined
living in a diverse community. The
candidate will also be qualified as an
experienced executive with a recognized academic background and
preferably an earned doctorate.
Nominations are invited for qualified persons. Applicants are asked to
send by OCTOBER 1,1993, a letter of
application, complete resume with
three references, and a one page
statement of Christian faith and experience, to:
Mr. Galen Oakes, Sr.
Chair, Presidential Search
Committee
P.O. Box 186
Grantham, PA 17027
Messiah College does not discriminate
in its employment practices on the basis
of race, color, sex, and ethnic
or national origin.
All qualified persons are invited to apply.
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MESSIAH
COLLEGE
NEWS
Adult degree completion
program begins
Messiah College's newest venture,
DegreePath—an adult degree completion program—will get under way
this fall. Kicked off with a radio and
newspaper advertising campaign,
DegreePath is designed for those individuals who started college but, for
some reason, were not able to finish.
Often, these people don't have the
resources to quit their jobs and go
back to college full-time.
Messiah will offer degrees in nursing and human resource management
that can be obtained in two years
through evening and weekend courses, provided that the adult student has
a minimum of 57 degree-appropriate
transferable college credits. DegreePath features six accelerated, sevenweek sessions offered all year round,
allowing students to complete up to
36 credits a year.
DegreePath has other attractive
features: a special low rate of tuition,
and "cohort groups," a team structure
that allows entire classes to move
through the program together—a
built-in student support group. Messiah professors will teach the classes,
and the curriculum will be the same
as that taught to traditional-age students, but geared towards adults who
have work experience.
The college recently hired Dr. Rod
Niner, former associate director of
nontraditional admissions at Trinity
College (Deerfield, 111.), as the director of the adult degree completion
program. According to associate dean
Donna Dentler, "Dr. Niner's experience in nontraditional academic programs will help assure the success of
our new venture."
More information is available from
Michele Wastler in the Office of
Adult Degree Programs at (717)6916054.

Full tuition scholarships awarded
For the first time this year, Messiah offered four full-tuition scholarships to encourage Christian students
with high achievement, leadership,
and motivation to take advantage of
the college's quality academic and
cocurricular programs. Approximately 70 candidates were selected by a
scholarship committee from all qualified freshmen applicants and then
invited to campus for interviews this
spring. Candidates had to rank in the
top 10 percent of their high school
class and achieve a total SAT score of
1200 or better or an ACT score of 30
or better.
The first four recipients of the
Scholar's Scholarship will be arriving on campus this fall. They are
Sarah Engle, a Brethren in Christ student majoring in engineering from
Cincinnati, Ohio; Philip Greenwald, a
psychology major from Clymer, N.Y.;
Carolyn Mast, a nursing major from
Waxhaw, N.C.; and Sharon Veenstra,
a biology major from North Haledon,
N.J.
Daystar representative named
Dr. Stephen Cobb, professor of
sociology, will be Messiah College's
representative at Daystar University
College in
Nairobi,
Kenya,
next acad e m i c
year. Each
year, one
Messiah
College
faculty
member
represents
the college
at Daystar, and up to six Grantham
students may apply to study at
Daystar for one semester or an entire
academic year.
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WSIfftUS
Dear Paul,
I can hardly wait for this letter to
reach you because I have some exciting news. At our annual reunion
today I discovered there's another
believer in my extended family!
Ever since I was a child I have
dreaded these get-togethers. Back
then my aunts would invariably kiss
me (yuck) and comment on my size
(small for my age). As I grew older
and bigger the kissing and commenting stopped, but to a teenage boy
reunions were boring and stupid.
Since I've become a believer, I've felt
out of place among my own relatives.
Uncle Homer's degrading ethnic
jokes aren't amusing anymore. The
endless comparisons of wealth and
position seem shallow and self-serving. Then there's Uncle Aristarchus's
bitter satirization of "simple-minded
Jesus-followers."
Well, this reunion began as no
exception and I braced myself for the
usual vulgarity, superficiality, and
Christian-bashing. But as we were
gathering for the evening meal, I
noticed my cousin Marcus close his
eyes and mouth a few words as
though he was praying. Years ago
Marcus earned a reputation as the
family playboy, about the least religious of an irreligious clan. So I was
intrigued.
After the meal I tried to be nonchalant as I engaged him in conver-
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sation. Marcus seemed different. No
mention of his latest exploits or the
new chariot he'd like to buy. Just a
genuine interest in what I was doing.
We even discussed the social problems of our city. The change in him
was remarkable. Had he become a
follower of Christ too?
My heart was pounding, but I drew
half of the sign of the fish in the dirt.
Without hesitation Marcus reached
down and drew the other half! I'll
never forget that moment. I suppressed the urge to shout and dance
on the spot! As Marcus and I talked,
the parallels in our conversion stories
amazed us. In trouble with the law in
Colossae, we both had fled to other
cities, only to encounter dynamic
Christians—and the One they
served—there.
Paul, you are like a father to me. I
know you'll understand when I say it
feels like "coming home" to find a
blood relative who has also chosen to
follow Christ. We are cousins and
brothers at the same time. There's a
new sense of connectedness and
belonging I've never experienced
before. I can only imagine how secure
and affirming a truly Christian family could be.
Marcus and I need your prayers.
We feel weak and timid as secret
Christians. Paul, please pray that we
will be bold for Christ in the face of
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antagonism from our family. We want
to lead our entire family to follow the
Savior too. I guess you could say we
want to see Uncle Homer, Uncle
Aristarchus, and everyone else at the
Final Family Reunion.
Praying for boldness,
Onesimus
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encouraged to be concise. Letters
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special circumstances.
Longer contributions are welcomed for Dialogue, a forum for
readers to express their opinions on
a broad range of topics relevant to
the mission of the church and to living the Christian life.
Each article or letter represents
the view of the writer, and does not
necessarily reflect the official position or policy of the Brethren in
Christ Church or this periodical.
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Peaceful
coexistence
or
powerful
partnership?
by Jack McClane

In a recent missionary conference
someone asked, "What do Brethren
in Christ World Missions offer the
local church in North America?"
That's a fair question and the answer
comes easily. Brethren in Christ
World Missions provides the opportunity for each local church and each
church member to be actively engaged as a partner in fulfilling the
great commission of our Lord to his
Church. As the mission agency of the
Brethren in Christ Church, we long to
see churches afire with enthusiasm
for the greatest possible personal
involvement in taking the good news
of saving faith in Christ to the nations
of the world.
Working in harmony with Christ's
mandate to proclaim his gospel to the
nations should cause the church to
make overseas missionary work a natural and inescapable part of its life
and mission. Too often it seems that
the relationship between the missionary and the pastor or the missionary
family and the church family is more
one of peaceful coexistence than vital
cooperation. In the interest of the
cause which matters most, ought we
not to seek powerful partnerships
between the local church and the
"regions beyond"?
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The great commission of our Lord
makes it clear that every baptized
believer has been called to make disciples of all nations. It is the primary
function of the church and the one
ministry which must be fulfilled
before our Lord returns (Matt. 24:14).
We dare not view missions as a side
issue but rather as our act of obedience to the words of our Lord. Missions is not a mere spoke in the
wheel; it is the very hub of the wheel.
It is not a side issue. It is the issue.
How can we as the Brethren in
Christ best put this into practice? Let
me suggest a few ways:
• Make it your aim always to be
present in church when a missionary
comes to speak. He or she is reporting
back to the church just as Paul and
Barnabas always did.
• Use missionary prayer cards at
family devotions. They are designed
for this purpose.
• Select a project in our missionary project handbook and complete
it. Ask your pastor to share that information with you.
• Entertain a missionary or missionary family in your home. The
influence it will have on your children could be far reaching.
• Release your children and
grandchildren for God to direct their
lives. Don't hold them so close that
God cannot reach them.
• Read Brethren in Christ missions
literature. Therefore is published
quarterly and keeps you up to date
with missionary happenings. Join
World Christian Intercessors (WCI)
and make its prayer requests a daily
exercise of faith. Keep a copy of the
monthly prayer Challenge in your
Bible and be current with Brethren in
Christ missionaries by reading Today.
• Make Brethren in Christ missions a part of your Sunday school
class discussion. Talk about missionaries, pray for them and stay in touch
with them. Search out their prayer let-

ters and share their heart with others.
Know what they are doing and what
is happening among the international
conferences of the Brethren in Christ
Church.
• Increase your giving to Cooperative Ministries. Thirty-one percent
of Cooperative Ministries contributions is passed on to help fund Brethren in Christ World Missions.
• Remember Brethren in Christ
World Missions in your memorial
giving and in your wills. These
monies enable us to underwrite capital projects in foreign fields which the
national church is unable to fund.
With these monies we purchase land
for churches, we help construct
church buildings, we provide automobiles for missionary families and
scholarships for national pastoral and
leadership training.
• Teach your children to pray for
missions and missionaries and lead
the way by example.
It is my conviction that if we are
able to implement suggestions such
as these, entire congregations will
have a new breath of life and an
increased sense of purpose. Let us
seize every opportunity to be fully
involved in the greatest task of all,
proclaiming the gospel of Christ to
the nations of the world. The greatest
blessing will come to those who find
the greatest involvement. Join with
us in powerful partnership and let's be
done with mere peaceful coexistence.

Jack McClane is
executive director of
Brethren in Christ
World Missions.
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Pastors at risk
by Warren Hoffman
Recently I assigned an untried pastor to serve one
of our congregations. Not long after, someone chided
me for placing this man in a pastorate—not for any lack
of ability, but because of the risk to the young man himself.
Are our pastors at risk?
The person who spoke with me, apparently, believes that they are. He ended our conversation with a
foreboding warning, "I hope he doesn't get hurt."
I hope, too, that we do not inflict hurt on the pastors who serve us. To be sure we do not, I would propose five ways to encourage and care for pastors. First,
pray. At one point Paul described the adversity he and
his evangelistic team encountered, "We were under
great pressure, far beyond our ability to endure . . ."
(2 Cor. 1:8). The only hope against such overwhelming
hardships, Paul knew, was the Lord. "On him we have
set our hope that he will continue to deliver us, as you
help us by your prayers" (v. 10-11).
Like the intercessors who supported Paul and his
team, it is vital that we take responsibility to help our
pastors by our regular, fervent prayers for them.
Second, allow pastors to lead. We ask our pastors
to give leadership. But we do not always grant pastors a
level of trust that matches this responsibility.
Pastors may not be experienced, or naturally gifted, in leadership. A surge of new attenders may disrupt
familiar practices and compel uncomfortable changes.
The prevailing mistrust of leaders in North American
society may be influencing us.
We care best for our pastors when we rise above
these hindrances. When we are open to new ideas,
when we give constructive support to proposals, when
we encourage new vision, pastors are encouraged.
When we refuse to use phrases like, "That won't
work," "It costs too much," and "We've done it before,"
we allow the Lord, through the leadership of our pastors, to "do a new thing" in our midst (Isa. 43:18-19).
Third, be active in service. Pastors, along with
other leaders, are given to the church "to prepare God's
people for works of service" (Eph. 4:12). Their task is
to help the members of the church to discover, develop,
and use their gifts.
We must reject the notion that pastors are employees hired to do the work of the church. In the biblical
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view pastors are "equippers" who are to mobilize all of
us for witness and service.
Fourth, concentrate on building up our pastors
according to their needs. As we look for them, we can
discover ways to serve our pastors with "personalized"
expressions of encouragement which meet their particular needs.
Most, if not all, pastors benefit from open expressions of appreciation. With face-to-face affirmation or
notes of encouragement, we build their morale. By
remembering them on special days, birthdays and
anniversaries, we express honor and care.
Once pastors have designated a regular "day off'
and selected vacation times, we respect their need for
rejuvenating rest—by not scheduling meetings, not calling, and not stopping by during these times.
Fifth, give our pastors generous remuneration. A
congregation that approaches "routine" items such as
salary, housing allowance, health insurance, continuing
education, car allowance and pension with a desire to
be generous to pastors, expresses care, as the Bible
requires.
"The [pastors] who direct the affairs of the church
well are worthy of double honor, especially those
whose work is preaching and teaching. For the Scripture says, 'Do not muzzle the ox while it is treading out
the grain,' and 'The worker deserves his wages' "
(1 Tim. 5:17-18).
When funds are tight, some congregations skimp
on pastoral remuneration to achieve modest financial
"savings." Such "gains" are apt to be offset by greater,
hidden losses in the morale and motivation of pastors.
Knowing this, wise congregations give careful attention
to the financial well-being of pastors and their families.
Yes, there is risk in pastoring. Persons who take up
the responsibility of spiritual oversight may be hard
pressed by weaknesses and difficulties (2 Cor. 4:8;
12:10).
But the risk can be reduced. With our active
encouragement and care, pastors can be renewed day by
day to meet the challenges of their vocation with joy.

Warren Hoffman is bishop of the Atlantic Regional Conference
of the Brethren in Christ Church.
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Are you tip-toeing
through life?
Recently I attended a convention in Indianapolis
where Dr. Anthony Campolo was a featured speaker.
He made a statement that stuck in my mind. He said,
"We tip-toe through life so that we might arrive safely at death." In reflecting on the meaning of this
statement, my mind went in several different directions. It obviously makes you ask yourself if you are
tip-toeing through life and if not, what are you
doing? We might even ask, what are the alternatives
to tip-toeing?
We might assume that if we tip-toe, we are trying
to be quiet and not stir up any dust. It seems as
though we are called to something different than that
in our walk with Christ. Our Christian lives are to be
filled with joy and love. We must be heard (verbally
and through our actions) if we are to reach out to a
world hurting from things that many of us do not
understand. As we confidently walk through life
with Christ, others should be able to see our joy and
sense God's love through us. Christ did not stomp
through life, but he did not tip-toe either.
Scripture doesn't speak about tip-toeing, or hopping, or skipping through life, but there are many
references to walking and running. We are to walk:
in the light, in the steps of faith, in newness of life,
honestly, in the Spirit, in wisdom, and in love as
Christ has also loved. In Hebrews 12:1 we are called
to " . . . run with perseverance the race marked out
for us." That race is one of faith that expresses itself
through praise of Christ to others. If we are tip-toeing through life, let each of us consider if that is the
"course" that we have been called to.
John A. Weaver, Jr., is the church-planting pastor for the new
Brethren in Christ congregation to be planted in Wooster, Ohio, midway between Massillon and Ashland, Ohio.
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